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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, November 12, 1977 Yla Our UM Year - __lac Per Copy
wo Special Late November Covrt
Sessions To convene In  Allurr
wo special court sessions are
later this month-L 
one which will mark a historical first in
Calloway County.
For the first time in history, the Court
of Appeals of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky will sit in Murray Nov. 17.
Four cases are on the docket for the
court session.
Additionally, Calloway County
Circuit Court officials have set a late
November Court 'session in what
Commonwealth's' Attorney Ron- -
Christopher calls "an attempt to Stay
abreast" session, - - • - •
Set for trial Nov. 21 is the case of
Robert Earl Cooper, charged in con-
nection with the Aug. 22 rape of a 79-
year-old Almo woman.
According to Murray attorney Nat
Ryan Hughes, :'This f the Court of
Appeals session) Is a milestone in our
city and county's history inasmuch as
this is the very first occasion. that any
appellate court- has ever visited our
community for-the purpose of hearing
controversies between local citizens:"
Under the judicial article the Court of
Appeals is expected to travel
---torighout the slate toles'. appeals.
Cases set for the Nov. 17 session in-
clude Ola B. Winchester vs. Paul
Rogers; Dena Hill, infant, Ralph Hill
vs. Garner and Garner; MFA Mutual
Insurance Co., vs. Everett Miles; and
James Yocom vs. General Helm and
Nancy Wood.
The special circuitcourt-session is an
attempt to try cases that came_ out of
what may have been the largest grand
jüiy caseload in the county's history,
the September session.
Calloway • County Grand 'Jury
returned 46 indictments in September,
according to Christopher. Most of the
cases for a session from Nov. 21 to
December stem from the September
indictments, with two indictments from
Februarfierm.
The commonwealth's attorney called
Calloway County's Circuit Court docket
"in good shape." He added, "We'll have
another Tegular term in February âuid
if we let all these go to then we would.
have no time at all?'
"This is one thing that I campaigned
•
CHEMISTRY SCHOLARSHIP WINNER— Tammy Melton, a senior at
ivtarray High- Schoot•wcrn first place in 'the -severrth annual ritemktry
scholarship Tournament at Murray State University on Saturday. Nov, 5.
Miss Melton was awarded a 5400 scholarship on the basis of her scbre on
the competitive examination taken -by 44 seniors from 17 high schools in
Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee. Shown with Miss. Melton are._
1/0yd_Hasty',:tearhet at_Morray High Schcial.and_Dr, fete  
chairman of the Department of Chemistry at Murray State. The tournament -
was sponsored by the Department of Chemistry in conjunction with the FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Student affiliates -of the American ChemiCar Society. Scholarships woff In latest -figuces-frem-the-state Revenue
the competition may be applied toward tuition at Murray State if the
student majors in chemistry during the 1978-79 school year. Miss Melton is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwane Melton of 12 Riviera Courts.
on," Christopher said. "I said I would
do everything possible to attempt to try
a defendant in the same term indicted,
although that may be difficult in
somecases."
The commonwealth's attorney said
he expect e some guilty- pleas to. be
entered before the special court term
gets into full swing.
Case;'' scheduled in the_circiiit court -
terminclude: - •
Ne-y. 21; -Commonwealth vt-
Roliert Earl Cooper, rape, first degree
robbery; Commonwealth vs. Pete FoX,
theft and first degree criniinal •
mischief; Commonwealth vs. Kenny
McFadden, Gary Sager and Douglas
Sager, three counts, theft of a value
under $100, theft of a value over $100
and possession of burglary toolsi
. Commonwealth vs. David Seeker, theft
of a value over $100 and failure to
render assistance in an automobile
_ accident; Commonwealth vs.lars..J..13.
"Annie" Wyatt, knowingly receiving
stolen property; David Ries, third
degree burglary.
— Nov. 22, Commonwealth vs.
Eugene Blanton, three counts of
trafficking in. Demerol and resisting
arrest; Commonwealth vs. Samuel Lee
Chadwick, two counts, theft of a value,
over $100 and first degree criminal
-mischief: • Commonwealtb-- vs. Tony
Williford, three counts, third degree
burglary, theft of a value over $100 and
first degree criminal mischief; Ron
King, two counts, carrying a concealed
deadly weapon and first degree wanton
endangerment; Commonwealth vs.
Patrick McFarland, Ira Lynn Taylor
and Barbara Cope, three counts,.
-criminal possession of a forged in-
Legislators Briefed
On Range Of Issues
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Kentucky
legislators were to be briefed today on a
wide variety of issues ranging from
home rule and workmen's compen-
sation to public- employee bargaining
and a proposed motorcycle helmet law.
About 60 legislators, including some
freshmen lawmakers, met in the House
chamber Friday for the first of three
prelegislative conference designed to
prepare them for the 1978 General
Assembly.
The legislators were told Friday in a
session that deal mainly with education
issues that acting on the recom-
mendations of a bide-ribbon education
task force will be one of the major jobs
facing them when they convene in
January.
Rep. Jody Richards, D-Bowling
Green, chairman of the Interim Joint
Committee on Education, said various
issues that will come before the
General Assembly include whether to
amend or repeal the rollback law which
essentially freezes property tax rates
that provide local funding for
education.
Other issues include developing some
method of public - education tic-
countability and competency testing for
minimum ,educational standards,
Richards said.
Don Stephens, executive director of
the , Governor's Task Force on
Education which last month unveiled
its massive blueprint for Kentucky
public education, said the group's
presence will be keenly felt when the
legislature convenes.
"Some people said this (task force)
was nothing more than the goveriior's
window dressing ...," Stephens said,
"but the people were heard and they
will continue to be heard."
Stephens said task force leaders "are
in the process of meeting with the
governor to find out what he can afford
to support" in new state 'dollars for
education.
The Murray lions Club presented the local high schools 160 pairs of
-safety goggles to be used in their school laboratories. This presentation
was made in furtherance of .0..cluAgs sight coiteepation program..Pic-
tured, left to right, are Jerry Mder, science teacher, Murray High School; '
John R. Tho'pipson, chairman of the Lions Club's Sight Conservation Com-
mittee; Yvette Pyle, chemistry teacher, Calloway County High Sch
Turylmy Rviet, Lions anlY's 'Sight Conservation Committee Meillber".14/ 4frjr2s
chemist at Vandeibilt Chemical Corporation.
11
Department show general fund receipts
for the first third of this fiscal year
increased by 15.8 percent over the Same
period last year, for a total of $418.8
million.
"It's coming in good," said Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter.
"It -didn't look too good-last month —
it was a little weak," he said in an in-
terview Friday, "but now it lOoks like
we're going to make our estimate this
year."
Individual income tax receipts for the
first three months of the fiscal year
were "shaky," Carpenter said, and
came- in $300,000 below-what The
Revenue Department had estimated.
But both individual and corporate
_income tax receipts picked up in
October. •
Individual tax receipts of $117
million for the fourmonth period were
12.8 percent higher than for the same
period last year. Corporation income
tax receipts were up 7.2 per cent to $39 :
Carpenter said the increase more
than made up for the amount the
general fund lacked during the fir5t
three months of the fiscal year.
Sales and use tax receipts of 9172
million were up 15.9 percent over la,.!
year, and road fund receipts were als,,
up by 9.3 percent for a total of 9167 4
million.
today's index
Business Page  8
Classifieds 9, 10, 11
Crosswords 9
Comics 9
Dear Abby  2
Deaths & Funerals  12
Fins 4,5
Horoscope 2
Let's Stay Well  —
Local Scene . . ....
Opinion Page • 3
Sports 6,7
One Section — 12 Pages
sunny and cool_
J
Mostly sunny and cool today., and'
Sunday with highs in the mid and
upper 40s. Clear and cold tonight.
Lows in the mid and upper 20s.
Mostly Sunny and cool today and
Sunday with highs in the low and
mid 40s. Clear and cold tonight
with lows in the *wand mid 20s.
" -4.
strument; Commonwealth vs. Ginger
Harpole, three counts, second degree
burglary; Commonwealth vs. Melissa
Butler, Sandra Sue Wilson and Ricky
lane Parish, third degreeburglary. -
— Nov. 23, Commonwealth vs. Jack
0. Sims, first degree assault; Com-
monwealth vs. Jack 0. Sims and L. C.
Martin, first degree assault; Corn-
- .,atonwealth vs. Donnie CI awful tl, -third
degree criminal mischief; Corn-
vs. Christy Powers Lamb,
first degree trespass; Commonwealth
vs. Eugene Outland, theft of a value
over $100; ,Commonwealth vs. Eugene
Outland, theft of a value over $100.
— Nov. 28, Commonwealth vs.
William "Rocky" 'Smyth and Tom
Ford, four Counts, trafficking in
cocaine, possession of marijuana,
possession f barbituates, possCssion of
amphetamines; Commonwealth vs.
Harry Davis and Thomas Brae, first
degree robbery; Commonwealth vs.
Randy Clark, trafficking iimarijuana;
Commonwealth vs. Tommy Jones, theft
by deception over $100; Commonwealth
vs. Dwayne Martin, uttering a forger
prescription; Michael E. Watts,
making a forged prescription.
— -Nov. 30, Commonwealth vs. Steve
Brown, Randy Wilson, Eugene Mohler
and Charles Randall Cunningham,
"'three counts, first degree robbery, first
degree rebbery and trafficking in.
Demerol; Commonwealth vs.-..Steve._
Brown, Randy Wilson, Eugene
Mohler; Marty Wilson, Peggy Stevens,
Joe Johnston, Anita Ray Mohler and
Marsha Hendcui, three counts,
possession of Demerol, possession of
Quaaludes_ and possession .of
biphetarnines;- Commonwealth vs.





That includes -increases in motor
fuels-tax rereipts, up 4.-1- percent to $02---
million, and motor vehicle usage tax
receipts of $35.4 million, an increase of
- 22.6 percent over last year.
The whopping 3,845.9 percent in-
crease reflected in general property tax
figures was partly the result, of the
transfer of collection of the 30 cents per
$100 in school taxes from local districts
to the state under a 1976, law, Carpenter
said.
He pointed out that general fund
severance tax receipts in October last
year were depressed by the transfer of
mllion to the road fund, and that a
similar transfer was made earlier this
year. - But -considering both funds,
severance tax receipts for the first four
months of this fiscal year increased by .
23.9 percent for a total of $42.9 million.
Carpenter said only cigarette and
liquor_consumption taxes were lagging
at this stage of the fiscal year.
"We're confident that our estimate is
a good one," thes_ommission_ec
"although we were a little afraid there
fora while:"
He said the increase in revenues is
"mighty good news." ,
Carpenter said it is too early to tell if
state tax receipts will top estimates this
fiscal year, but he said the Kentucky
economy and employment picture look
good, with the excepion of labor trouble
in Eastern Kentucky coal operations.
Volume 98 No. 269
"ON re maw Or of two S2-lontisrrietjaille'tere-b.einii irshbwIl
being lifted into place Thursday as work progressedon the Chestnut Street
pedestrian overpass at Murray State University. It took workmen four hours
to lift the two 100-foot-6-inch spans from the trucks that brought them to
• the campus from Henderson and to position them as part of the overpass,
which will be wide enough to permit access to the heart of the campus by
emergency vehicles. The beams provide a 16-foot cleatance above the --
rerouted Chestnut Street below.
••••
EDUCATION WEEK — Mayor John Ed Scott signs a proclamation
designating the week of November 13-19 as American Education Week in
Murray. The nationwide annual observance held since 1921, seeks to en-
courage local citizen support and active participation in theimprovement
of education. This year's theme is "Working Together for Education" and
will stress the joint efforts of teachers, students and parents to increase
educational awareness in their community. Shown with Mayor Scott is -0(40-
Mark Austin, president of Murray Middle School Student Council: Doralvn
'Lanier, president of Murray Education Association: and Robert Glin Jeffrey,
superintendent of the Murray City Schools. The .Murray . Education -
Association will sponsor a slide presentationand a display in the lobbies of
the Bank of Murras on Tuesday and People's Bank on Wednesday.
Murray Policemen Graduate
Where Plants Use Oil,
Two Murray policemen are among 22'
officers representing 19 law - en-
forcement agencies across the Com-
monwealth who graduated Friday from
basic law enforcement class offered by
the state's Bureau of Training.
Murray officers graduating are-Dean
Alexander and Stephen E. Hale, both of
Murray.
Natural Gas
Justice Secretary John L. Smith said
the 22, graduates bring to 1,568 the
number of officers which have
graduated from the basic -training
course since its inception. Lexington
attorney George Rabe addressed the
graduates in ceremonies held on the
Eastern Kentucky University campus._
Electric Rates Destined To Rise
WASHINGTON (API- — Whatever
happens to the rest of President Car-
ter's energy program, electric rates
appear destined to rise sharply in areas
where power is supplied by plants
burning oil and natural gas.
That appears to be one almost-
certain side effect of Carter's proposal
to force these plants to convert tOtoal.
That idea was tentatively approved
Friday by a House-Senate conference
committee drafting a compromise
pationalenergy bill.
If Congress passes the measure, it
will mean that few new power plants or
industrieS can be constructed that use
either gas or oil.
And while some existing plants may
be allowed to continue using oil, power
plants that now burn natural gas will be
outlawed by. 1096.
Converting these 'plants to coal could
cost Utilities as muc,h as $45 billie-
according to adminstration and
congressional estimates. And this cost
will be passed along to consumers in
higher electric bills.
Rep. Clarence Brown, R-Ohio, says
that could mean doubling or even
tripling electric bills in some southern
and southwestern states, where most of
the electricity comes from plants
burning natural gas.
The legislation also would ban the use
of outdoor gas, lamps by homes or
businesses after 1982. However,
exemptions wouldkbe made if the lamps
were needed for safety, if no okher
street illumination is available or if
they ar'e of historical or cultural
significance, such as the gaslights in
New Orleans' French Quarter.
The action leaves three parts of
President Carte 's energy program yet
to be resolve.They' include diffIrences
between the two Charribe0 over energy
taxes, natural gas pricing and electric
utility rate revision. •
In these areas, the House passed
most of what the president wanted
while the Senate rejected hes central
proposals.
It . was a comprohiise between a
tougher bill passed by. the House and a
milder Senate version. Rep. Harley
Staggers, ' D-W.Va., the conference
committee's chairjnan, said the
compromise bill appears acceptable to
the adminstration. Re predicted Carter
would sign it.
However, conferees must take a final
vote on the measure when action as
completed _ on the enlire energy
package. -
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.. said it is
A impossible to predict how Much more -
e9munerecOnld expect to. have top,
as a result of the bill.
p.
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Church Offers All
Comforts of Home
By Abigail Van Buren
DEATIARRY70iii Chiii-ChiOnt the follow ing newsletter
to all its members:
born with a club foot and a cleft palate: which they couldn't brthe Hardin Sailor Qtizens. Horoscope -





Chapter of the DAR will tgeet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Munday at 1:30 p.m.
Bazaar by Creative Arts
Departnient of Murray
Woman's Club will be from





Auxiliary will have a dinner
meeting at the Legion Hall at
6:30 p.m. All members are
urged to attend.
Needline Board will meet at
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.






Fon SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1977
What kind of day will relationships, use the always
tomorrow be? To find out what reliable "velvet glove" treat-
the stars say, read the forecast ment.'
Hollyberry Bazaar by First given for your birthgign. SAGITTARIUS
Presbyterian Church Women ARIES (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) -
Sigma Department, Murray Thivel accented here. A shortwill-1*--arth-e auto starting
Woman's Club, will meet at 
( Mar. 21 to ii*. 20) 41.:14
trip made on the spur of the
-.7:30 p.m. at the club house. acquaintance or renew an old -moment could produce most
friendship. Look for those interesting results.CAPRICORN
(DeK:ep22yoteurjhaeld"andifrinaintain
-small" blessings and gains so
often belittled. They could make .
TAURUS moose Women Enrollyour day! the pace that's best for you.
1 Apr. 21 to May 21) 121'16i''1- Don't let others sway you with
Everything points to a most ideas of doubtful worth -
New Providence 
'
You should be filled with new- spending.
interesting and inspiring day. especially if they involve heavy Eight Women At Meet
Homemakers Club will meet found optimism and self- AQUARIUS
with Sylvia puekett, at we waterier_ - -•- .. , ,,, (Jan.41 to Feb.
.- ... _ (May 22 to June '21)
- • -
pessunuma. With good judgment
-• • • . ''''-r •
tuns a u-kre„..„ Te-wartf-,TT----rdurray Women of . the, ai theirstations: ,!ya ._!.piu ._
, at the lodge hall RePirts wre g- ivn ill'Ithe' '
. Thursday.;
,_   g,„,„, elk,.
- 34"114INOVeMber. - M3et
"2 0-Grand: People's
NO-COP-OUT SUNDAY Awards," contest to select
To make it possible for everybody to attend church next best dressed and best looking
Sunday:  among Murray State students
Cots will be placed in the back for those who say Sunday will* from seven to 9:30 p.m.
is the only day they can sleep. in Student Center Auditorium,
Blankets will be provided for those who say t.h. church is followed by a dance from nine
too cold. p.m. to one a.m. In Beshear
Fans will be provided for thotwho say the church is too gym featuring Hollywood
We will have hearing aids for_those whasay the minister
- talks too soft -and cotton for those who say he talks too cella fler person.
- loud-and alarm clocks for those who say he talks too long; Saturday, November 12
Calcutatdrs fOr these _ Who-enfdy .
counting the hypocrites present. Concert by lakeside SUaters
Finally, the sanctuary will be decorated with both will be at Kentucky Dam
Christmas poinsettias and Easter Ups for those who have Village State Park at 8:30 a.m.
 -never seen a- church without thenV-
YOUR MIAMI FAN • Sunday, November 13
_
DEAR FAN: Thanks for a dandy day-brightener.
DEAR ABBY': You have helped so many minority
_ groups_ by educating the public. will you.  pleas_e_belp_
another?
We are the blind who use ..white canes to travel, and by
travel, 1-mean-go.to the-mailbox, grocery store, -pharmacy --
and to work.
Please tell the driving public that some states have a
white cane law, which states: "When a person with a white
- can steps off the curb, traffic in ALL-DIRECTIONS must
stop until that person regains a curb. Motorists who
violat? this law are guilty of a misdemeanor.' "
Even if it were not a Jaw, compassion and courtesy
-should prevail.
- - Albany, N.Y.,-isa training center for the Wier' Tliey-are
'lakeside Singers will sing at
Lake Barkley State Park at
8:30 a.m.
United Methodist Women Of
Martin's Chapel Church will
_have a potluck dinner at 5:30
p.m. at the church. Turkey
and dressing will be supplied
and others are to bring a dish.
_
Hardin Senior Citizens will




Woman's' Club, will meet at
7:30 pin, at the club house.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rabb,* for dfi.is
Will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at the Bank of
Marshall County for a potluck
dinner with turkey to be
furnished. Call 753-0499 or 753-
3361 for Information.- -
Group Volley Ball will be
played at Kenlake State Park
at _seven p.m. Public is in-
vited.
and a bit of finesse, you canBe realistic and pursue only make your outlook brighter,
worthwhile goals. New op=
portunities offered through the pants
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Xuse of your creative ability.
CANCER 0(2) Make decisions only after'(June 22 to July 23)
You may have to make some careful investigation. Expend
small concessions now, but this energies to elicit lasting results.would_ he, better-than out Arid the "quick return" angle:
altogether, some nice benefitsfiletraught with traps.
Soccer march between Manyleona Frost` Circle of Great joy on the home front!
Murray State and Southern First United Methodist An article you thought you had
lost or accidentally destroyed- Illinois will be at two p m. at_ _ . Church Women will meet with.„,





(July-24-ta Aug. 23) titt:
An on-and-off day, but you
should come through hand-
somely if you stress your
quietly clever manner of
handling situations and your
tact in dealing with others.
VIRGQ... 10%
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
-.endowed with - boundless.
energy, vitality and enthusiasm
for life and all that, it holds. You
love adventure, travel, ,in-
teresting people and, since your
inner resources are almost
limitless, you should choose a
career where you can make the
best use of them. Public life
would suit you to a "'I"' and, if
you should elect a fling in the
business world, you will un-
doubtedly become a high-level
nee--trying to rieyelop-eonfielence in the sightless to-go-about.- . CompleY _No charge and -wood, at-9:30 a.m. . -- - (p U24 .*eecuthre-stTYN'r:gilt.3 Prpt. 2 to Oct.Def 23) — -leadership andeifganization are
alone, but some of the motoristshere either don't know-the- -public is invited. • . You may not be aware of it outstanding. However, you are
` law or choose to ignore it. Please use my letter, Abby, as I -----... Group II of First Baptist yet but, within 48 hours, some extremely creative and may
am afraid to go out alone. , Monday, November 14 Church Women will meet at unusually gaud luck is coming choose one of the arts as a- SIGHTLESS IN ALBANY ' ' your way from a most tales- profession, in which case youRussell's Chapel United the home of Mrs. I. H. Key at
• methodist Church Women will ten a.m. 
. • peeled source. would do best- at either•
DEAR SIGHTLESS: And speaking of consideiation for • SCORPIO literatere, music or the theater-
the blind; iiichids to Robed lVfejer OT-Thr, e---Y-an-kee Med with Lavine Carter at i net. 24 to Nev. 22) Birthdate of: Robert Louis
Silversmith Inn in Wallingford, Conn., for providing one p.m. Note change hi place. Murray TOPS Club will it day for compromise - not Stevenson, renowned author;. .
duplicate menus in BRAILLE! ,.. , meet at seven p.m. at the for stirring things up.. In all Edwin Booth, tragedian.
. . Penny Homemakers Club Health Center.
. DEAR ABBY: Recently you had a letter in your column will meet at County Extension
-from HEARTSICK-GRAe -daughtetAvants-th Office at 1:30 pin. Note Scicial breakfast will be at 
givi one .of.A.Pnir._of twin intints_el$LLyi _bec_e_u_se she Your Individual,ehange -----7-40-aaw-leilowe4bY-sbeaPing
afford to correct. Calloway County
Genealogical Society will  Frances Drakechileigin. Their services are, FRE_E„ Center to thrwite-
cree or Teligion.
I hope it's not too late to get this information to that
I fariiily. 
_
- --4K.O., BURLINGAME, CAL.
 DEAR K.O.: Thank yon and the hundreds of others who
recommend' the NhiTne-HaspftRiTXFid -Z00% Toiget the
National Foundation-March of Dimes. Their thing is
diagnosing, treating and preventing birth defects, as well
as family planning and genetic counseling. -
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old,' is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124





flirt, 1.f1111'41 I I. lit! f•I'
rftvide---her
- i‘ut_ li.asm tall' 111444 1
-men alias DUWC 51-
-Lockhard at 1:30 p.m. 
MR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1,77•
Senior Citizens with work on
the bazaar in the morning and - What' kind of day willristrict Perin Boreiu 1Cing,
afternoon, sack ltuich at noon; tomorrow be? To find out what- 'Queen, and Talent contest will
and band practice at one p.m. 
the stars say, read the forecast
be, at Student Center given or your birth Sign. •
auditorium at seven p.m. - - -
Dexter Senior Citizens willPublic is invited at no ad-
meet at 9:30 a.m. at themission charge.
Dexter Center.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Film, "THX 1138" by
Gene Lucas, producer of
Star Wars, will be shown in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at seven
seven p.m. at the Health p.m. Public invited at no




(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 .114
A bit of friendly advice could
mushroom into a profitable
move. Don't hesitate to grab the
chance when you get it.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may now have the
responsibility of handling
another's financial affairs, Do
sn *lb 'Care. Dependence on
you is great. -
GESUNI -
(May 22 to June 21)
Be flexible but not easily
turned by.. every wind that
blows; eager to take new steps
forward, but not at the cost of
future losses or setbacks
CANCER _ _
(June 22
try to taick present
ilittet 1,ri,le•• trends, or you may find yourselft nha u appy variance with
,,f I ft I el ler. t. - assotiates who mold be helpful.•
On Wills At Luncheon carefully.Th:., It il lie In • Scrutinize all offerings''6. /977.
Give yourself more time





'Walls 'Carpet •Tile and •Har-
dwood Floors
Our Specialty






InIportance of Willa' at the
monthly potluck luncheon held
by the Murray Senior Citizens
on October 20. A question and
answer period followed.
Plans were made for the
annual Senior Citizens bazaar
J. William PIMPS, Murray Crawford,. Mildred Barnolt_ceriain _eyent, yxjBORN--TODAY-are
Srly 24 to Aug. 23) 4124:iik
ittotney, spoke on "The Vrifini-e B. Shrader, Nellie guideposts to the future-Keep
Bell, Vernon Turner, and attuned to new trends and don't
Tommie Turner. Fall flowers miss a trick.
were used in the decorations VIRG° nptA.
for the tables by Ellie Jones, (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)An unexpected encounterMary Watkins, and Maggie with the -right" person
Paschall. brightens your prospects for
attaining an almost "Ern-Others attending were Hazel
Locke, W. 0. Vaughn, Madie possible" goal.UBRA
Vaughn, Christine Thurman, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 4-1-4r1
Erma Lovett, Amble Friends will make demands
Willoughby, Mike Carson, on your time, energy and cash.
Elvie Carson, Novie Hale, Be wary. One who is especially
aggressive may pose a realHazel Ahart, Pauline Cooper,
Rubena Dawes, Daisy problem. Counteract with tact,
Goodman, Lillie Miller, Leila FSAC:GcCr.P. 24 toNov. 22) nt"Vs-
Wickoff, Stella Futrell, Mary
Boyd, Dollie Haley, Obera - - Frustration CAN be avoided-,-
Stegner, Flossie Snow, Ada so can indecision and lack of
Gibson, Mary Lamb, Hilda 
Maupin, Lma Falwell, Alma
Cooper, Hildred Sharpe,




to be held on Friday, Emerson, Art Lynch, Ruby
November 18, trona 5:30 to Webb, and Raymond Phelps.
8:00 p.m., and on Saturday, Also attending were Verona
November 19, from 8:00 a.m. Grogan, direaor of Murray
to 4:00 p.m. at the Ellis Senior Citizens, Marian
Community Center. Mixon, driver of Senior
Lela Culp and Clara Rand Citizens van, Pam Ruez,.
were recognized as members Murray State student, and Mr.
having bizithdays in October. Phillips.
Attending thepotluck for the The next potluckwill be herd
first time were Ruby Webb, on Thursday, November 17,
Raymond Pnelos, Clara Rand, with the bus to run at the
and Leo Rand. 'regular run. Blood pressure
PfleMbKr1 of. the Anthil-a...will be taken_ before the-1w=
committee were Vika eheeo.
J. William Phillips
Miss Debbie Wilson,
November 12th bride-elect of
Dan A. Woods, was the
honored guest at a personal
shower on October 18. Misses
Alison Weaver, Lisa Outland
and Sherri Ftequiuth were the
hostesses with the event being
held at the Requarth home.
The honoree was attired in a
rust pant suit and presented a
pink corsage by the hostess.
Mrs. Bobby Wilson and Mrs.-
Otis Woods, mothers of the
bride-elect and groom-elect,
were also given corsages.
Ms. Weaver was in charge
of games with prizes being
won and then presented to
Miss Wilson.
Among the many lovely
gifts Miss Wilson received was
a blue garter which wis a
special gift of the Hostesses'.
Refreshments of chips and
dip, pecan tarts and Cokes
were served. The dining table
was attractively done in silver
and crystal appointments with
a center piece of pink and
white fresh flowers. Guests of
the evening were classmates
of Miss Wilson.
towline eight nandfdates who 36th Annual state conv.eatiOn........
were Donna bunan, Hazel held it Owensboro. Those
Fulta, Claudia Pikey, Patricia attending the convention from
Carson, Jackline Baggs, here were Donna Can-
JiNuailkneirst oi Fairchild, Wanda ningham, Virginia Scott, Ora
Garland, and Groyce Lee Farris, Fran Osmua,
n. Ann Morrison, Jady Travis,
Officers and chairmen were 'Joan -Herndon, Ann Seaver",
Thelma'. Eckerdt, Jean
Colbert, Shirley Kurtz, Lynn
Elkins, and Gloria Boyd., -
The Murray Chapter was
named as Number Twa in the
state.
virInginttra GscoreenttwCI:sipcaceprAl:ily
Ora - Lee Farris. In the
coronation pageant Ora Lee
Murray. Farris was No. 3 attendant
Mrs. catayn-DISMISSA.ALSRobertson, avndenAzntMorrison was No. 13
-Rt-fr ft.-Mt-Murray, -Mrs. -- -All-elected officers were-br--
Monne Harris, Rt. 3' Bx. their station at OwensborirfOr
321, Murray,--Miss- Donna S. the opening ceremony as the-
Mosley, Rt. 2 -Be-. 96-A,- MurrayChapter was in charge
Murray, Mrs. Cindy F. Dunn, of the event.
502 Lynnwood, Murray, _ Fran Osmus reported a good
William Fair. Si. 101.„Hemlin, "turn' out" for the Halloween
Mrs. Janne P. Thomas, Green party for the children. A
Acres_No. Rt._ .11, Murray, report was given on pH aiic-
Mrs Sheen-H. flay, Rt. 1, lion. Holly Alexander won the
Puryear, . Tn., Mrs. 'Gall- door prize. Lunch was served,
Taylor Rt. 1-13x. 76 Paris, cada McCann and Arto
111., Robert L Maim, Bx. 64, Knos.
DesterfAra.--EhtteDiuguit4-404----31se-nest-meeting will be-
S. 10th., Murray, Mrs Dana L. held on Thursday, November
Clark, Rt. 8 Bx. 460, Murray, 17.






(Motker Carolyn), Rt. 5,
—____-_.:ArOALB...rosafan. ELL_ _ , 
Minimy, William H. Horn- SAUSAGE CARE
buckle, 213 Spruce, Murray, . Fresh sausages should be
lallh la-Yaw-awn taanlik-Meal -Gerald Coe-DOnnan, 6 Bt. sTored-in the refrigerator and-with others to talk oyes mutual .292-As Murray,Tommy used wit= two to three daysproblems and possible op- ' _
position. -Mak, Rt. 1, FarinliWon after _puffluisg.- These *Old
Haiet,--Inctude-suclrpopabarttenisar-
( Nov. 23 to Dec.-21) WTI- Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1, Bx. 67, fresh pork sausage, brat-
- You now have the inside track Ahno, Mrs. Palice Boggess, wurst, Italian sausage and
na number of ways - if you Hardin. thuringer. --will just recognize opportunities
when available and handle
them in your usual clever
manner.
'CAPRICORN.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Recall an -old-tack, or
maneuver that could inspire,
invigorate this day. Not
everything new is THE thing, -
you now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to FelY.-19)
Stellar influences auspicious.
Put your mind and keen powers
of observation to work, but
DON'T make impulsive
decisions A good day for ac-
_PIK=
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Rule out extremes and foolish
chance-taking. Maintain a
steady hand, a watchful eye and
a determination not to forsake
principles. Some misleading
influences prevail.
governed by a zodiacal Sign of
strength, purpose, versatility,
mental and physical vitality.
You people,-, travel -for
adventure and stimulating
enterprises. Using your talents
to their fullest, you could suc-
ceed in almost any field of your
choice but, if undeveloped and
indifferent to responsibility, you
could easily become a
"playboy" or, at best, a dilet-
tante with little .ac-
complistiment to your credit.
On the higher plane, you could
look forward to success in any
of the following fields: science,
business management, music,
literature, the law or invention.
Birthdate of: Charles Lyell,
geologist; Prince Charles, of
England.
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We start with tender,
'‘. 'juicy chopped Sirloin.
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato .
and Stockade Toast: A
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Carter's Salt
WASHINGTON — A bruising
collision last month behind closedtloors
between Secretary of State—Cyrus
Vance and a Senate subcommittee
poses a SALT dilemma for President
Carter that could dwarf his other dif-
ficulties.
Vance's performance before the
Armed Services subcommittee headed
by. Sen. Henry M. Jackson bordered on
the disastrous. No master of the sub-
ject, the Secretary. Quid not reassure
the Senators about new U. S. con-
cessions, in strategic arms limitation
talks SALT)( with the Soviet Union. Not
only did this clarify Jackson's role as
nearly certainly opposing :a SALT II
treaty (allied with conservative
Republicans), but Some fence-sitting
Democrats joined him.
The result: SALT II is not merely "in
trouble," as the White House concedes,
-but surely would fail ratification in the
Senate today. Since nobody believes the
Russians will retreat on -issues ten--
tatively decided at Geneva, it is im-
possible now to renegotiate a treaty
more to the Senate's liking. So, the
apparent alternative to defeat in the
Senate is for the President to put SALT
on the shelf for now.
Bur to do that, Mr. Carter would have
to renege on his promise, made on the
political barnstorming trail last month,
of a SALT TI agreement within weeks.
Besides, his national security advisers
believe reason and ratification will
ultimately come in the Senate.
Obviously, the White House has no
conception of the mood on Capitol Hill.
But Cy Vance has. was amazed
how tough, really brutal, Scoop
(Jackson) was on Vance," a
Republican on the subcommittee told
us. Conservative Republican Senators
_who had feared that Jackson would bow:
to party loyalty and support the treaty
were reassured..
Jackson was not the only Democrat to
upbraid Vance. Georgia's Sen. Sam
Nunn tongue-lashed Vance for avowed
-ignorance of 'an alleged U. S. offer to
renounce the neutron bomb. Nunn
lectufg-the Secretary of State that he
should know, even if he does not know. ,
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio, the ex-
astronaut ,but no hard-liner in -the -
Senate, assailed inadequate
verification of Russian compliance with
SALT IL, Unless he can be satisfied,
Glenn will be another •Denaocrat_voting
against the treatr;
Only a few such Democrats are
needed to reach the 34 votes required to
reject the treaty-in light of heavy
Repalalican opposition — perhaps_28 out :
of.38 Republican Senators..,
The elusive Senate Repilicari
' leader, Howard Baker, has signalled
which way he is going by signing up Dr.
Fred Ikle, who as U.S. disarmament
Isn't It The Truth
".
chief battled Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger over SALT arthe end of ,the
`Ford administration:1n the October
issue of Fortune, Ikle argues against
arms control "at the price of jeopar-
dizing the nation's independence and
- future" — a theme expected in a for-
thcoming speech by Baker.
- To convince Senators that • TJ3:
- concessions at Geneva do not actually
endanger the nation's future, a virtuoso
performance by Vance before the
Jackson subcommittee was needed. It
was anything but that, as seen by
Vance's response to this question: will
the SALT II limit of 800 multiple-
warhead ICBMs ( intercontinental
ballistic missiles) insure survival of U.
S. Minuteman missiles?
Yes, said the Secretary of State, a
"study" proves it. Jackson directed
- Vance to supply it. But at the next
hearing,. Vance confessed thete-li no
"study" — only separate "assurances"
about the Minuteman. All right, said—
Jackson, bring those in. Vance agreed,
but Jackson will have a long wait;
reliable Pentagon sources say no such
-assurances" exist.
Meanwhile, implacable Soviet
negotiators at Geneva provide no help.
Administration officials months ago
confided to Senators they had a
loophole: the 600-kilometer limit on
ground-launched and sea-launched
cruise missiles would not apply if these
weapons were tasted from planes.
Predictably, the Russians found the
--loophole and are demanding that the
600-kilometer limit apply to such
missiles, no matter how they are tested.
If the U. S. accepts this demand,
heartsick middle-level officials at the
Defense Department are poised to go
public against SALT H. The President's
escape hatch would be,to throw up his
hands at Soviet intransigence and
recess negotiations.
This is precisely what would have
been expected early this year when Mr.
Carter was talking tougla on SALT. But
Defense eeperts who had hoped for so
much from hun now fear Jimmy Carter
--is- -a-utopian disarmer, more William
Jennings Bryan than Richard B.
Russell. How he handles his SALT






FRANKFORT, Xy. (AP) — The
Kentucky Legislature years ago left the
door wide open for absentee voters, and
it seems voters walked through in last
Tuesday' a election in unprecedented
_. numbers.
That has caused some long delays in
counting votes, and also has prompted
allegations of fraud and demand for
reform.
No breakdown is available on how'
many absentee ballots were cast in the
past off-year election.
But in Knox County, more than 1,300;
ballots were received. Sheriff Him
Mooneyham said the most he could
ever remember was about 500.
State Rep. Jimmy White, D-
Barourville7.---who- 'won re-election  
Tuesday, said he would prefile a bill for
the 1978 session to limit those eligible
--for absentekballotai  
He did not give details, but said the ,
system is being abused and there are
sometimes long delays in counting the
absentees ballots. _
Assistant Attorney General . Walter
—71TeidflajjfrrneZ -Nur "y" lie
received a number of complaints.
"But there's nothing we can really
do," he said. "The law was liberalized
several sessions ago."
Under the revised act, anybody who
intends to be absent from his home
county on election day is entitled to an
  absentee ballot—which can be sent to
whatever address is designated.
On a visit on the Hill of Lost. Content,
where you can observe in action, or
inaction, the various members of the
species Potomacus Exoticus, which is
,the say congressman, you may be
agreeably surprised to see that some of
them appear to be earning every cent
the taxpayers have paid out on them.
Not many, of course.
Bible Thought
The wolf and the lamb shall
together....They shall not
hurt nor destroy in all my holy
mountain, saith the Lord.
Isaiah 65:25.
God's people still dream of
Peace and men of good-will
work for it. One day, God will




Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
'--exchange of differing opinions: ----- -- -
We at The Murray Ledger &
. Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a diiservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual Writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
beg discussed. with a ,letter to the
editor.
By the same taken, if an issue has •
not been discussed on this page and
a reader At els that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an anthored article on whateverlhat
--topic might b,
V. 9,
"There have been complaints that as
many as 100 ballots allegedly were sent
to one address," Herdman said, "and
without the affected voters knowing
anything about it."
The object apparently was, to forge
names of regiatged voter*, _although
Herdman said -he hasThad no specific
complaints of this election violation.
"There are good reasons on both
sides for tightening or loosening ab-
sentee ballots," he said.
"It's a question of mismanagement.
If you want to be dishonest, you can get
away with it much easier, under the
present law." - • -
The old statute required- absestee
ballots to be notarized, but the new one
omits this—under the rationale- that
many persons could not get to a notary
public and therefore were deprived of
their right to vote.
The old law allowed voiding of an
-absentee ballot ea-complainant saw
the voter appear in the home county on
election day. -.- - --
That restriction was removed on the
ground that some absentee voters had
.to return for unforeseen personal or
business reasons.
The old law required an explanation
by the voter of why he would be away on
election day.
Opponents contended that caused
many problems because people did not
know how to word the explanation.
The assistant attorney general said
many of the 120 county clerks appear to





WASHINGTON (AP — Recent
revisions in the federal consumer credit
law could open the door for
discrimination by merchants and credit
card operations, the Federal Trade
Commission says.
The FTC and Sen. William Proxmire,
chairman of the _Saloate flanking-,
Committee, are asking that the
revisions be withdrawn. The changes
were drafted quietly earlier this year
lly staff members of the Federal
Reserve Board.
"The Fed is undermining credit
protection by opening the door to im-
mense loopholes," . said one FTC
staffer. Proxmire complained the
revisions, written as interpretations of
the law, "misconstrue legislative Th
tent" in passing the credit protection
act.
One revision allows merchants to
inquire about such things as race, sex
or religion as a means of designing
sates strategies.
A second would allow a merchant to
refuse to take.- credit card without
WRITE A LETTER •
Letters to the editor are welcomed
;ind encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
' double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
'interest. -.. • __-
Editors reserve the right To
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
explaining the reason for the denial:
Prior to the first revision, which
already is in effect, it was illegal for
merchants to seek information Which
could be used to discriminate - in
granting credit.
The second revision replaces a
current regulation requiring an ex-
planation- of the reason for denying
credit unless the  _ customer fails to.
present a credit card or proper iden-
, tification.
Pr oxmire, in a letter to- Federal
Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns, said
the first revision "sweeps aside.'
previous antidiscrimination protections
and turns the enforcement process
upside down.
"Rather than prohibiting collo c
which gives business an opportunity to
discriminate, the board would place the
burden on the enforcement agencies to
ferret out discriminatory behavior.-
the Wisconsin Democrat complained *
The FTC said the credit card In-
terpretation "provides creditors with a
ready-made vehicle_ for
discrimination."
"Instead of denying troublesome
applications for credit outright. a
creditor could issue an account and
cut off the applicant's access to credit
at the point of sale," said Lew),
Goldfarb, an acting assistant director
at the FTC.
"The consumer would never be told
the reason why a charge author&tion
was denied, and the creditor',
discriminatory practices could
unnoticed."
The Federal Reserve staff, rait- t'i'
board itself, quietly issued the -
terpretations last spring.
' They apply to a 1975 law which ba:-,
.credit discrimination based on sex.
marital status, race, color, nation&
-origin, age or receipt • of pubi
assistance, such as welfare benefits.
No public comment on the prapesa •
was taken in advance.
pinion Page
•
choes From The Past it, 
Goiania of ION:or-Owl (mil genealogical
anecdotes. stoiriec (Intl ftjrnijv note.s.)
Jack Hinson
The Real Sthry
Jack Hinson lived. He told them, then,
how to get to his house, but he sent them
the long way around, and as soon as
they rode off, why he ran to the bushes,
to Mr. Sonny Parkhill, a few weeks ago, got his Kentucky rifle and started on a
I asked him if he knew about Jack, and run, straight across to the house, so
he related the following story: he'd be there when they got there. The
"General Lowe, who had been in neighbor couldn't understand .what he
charge ef Fart Heiman after the North was doirit,,but Jack lupotted.a horse,. _
-CaPhired it,i.was -conimander -of the- -Thai-he wanted. —
Fifth Iowa Cavalry; it was he who "So when they rode down to his.
caused Jack Hinson to declare a. per- house, of course, he was ready for
sonal war on the North. General Lowe them, had several guns there loaded
sent a consignment of soldiers to and ready. And the first soldier he shot
Hinson's house and hanged his/wo sons off his horse was the one on this good
in his front yard, with Mr-,itheic-Hinson, horse that he wanted for himself,-But he
his wife and two daughters looking on. was disappointed because when the
They hanged the boys because They soldiers turned and made tracks for
were hunting squirrels with a muzzle Fort Heiman, the horse with the empty
loading shotgun that wasn't registered saddle followed them. Jack Hinson
viith the U.S. get-Manatee-. - • -
"Jack Hinson was too old to join the ''He was quite a character. Of course,
Confederate Army, so he just declared to me, he was justified in what he did,
himself a little war—and it's in history because they hanged his two sons in his
that the North send complete corn- , own fr_o_ht_ yard, just because they wur.
panics ..to the- South -with the sole par- \ - --hunting -with- - a -fetal . -that— lattSWI-
pose of getting Jack Hinson dead or registered with the government. And he
_alive. And it aays_that he killed _eneugh_ todie a natural death_ -
men to man a gunboat. "He was one of the few men who lived
"His gun, the last time I saw it at a who knew where the lead mine between
great-nephew's house at Murfreesboro, the rivers was_ He got his own lead.
Tennessee, had-36-ffotcheS flIi Ms friends -kepi firm in
powder.
"Back when I was a boy, there was an
old indian who sold lead from that
mine. This indian was a hunter, hunted
at night with dogs; and the white people
around him knew that he was getting
lead somewhere. They wanted to know
where etre mine was, of course, and they
took turns about following NM in the
woods at night. But as long as they
followed him through the woods at night
he didn't do anything but catch
possums and coons. However, the first
night they failed to follow him, the next
morning he sold lead. After the indian
-died, there was no more lead, and no
one has ever been able to find that,
-Minet
"But that was the true story of Jack
Hinson and why he declared his own
- little war on the Nortn."
Some time last spring, I had an ar-
ticle on Jack Hinson, the Guerilla
soldier who was notorious for killing so
many Northern soldiers. While talking
After Jack killed 36 men, he just quit
filing notches. This gun was built by a
blacksmith and was so long and heavy
that on the Cumberland and Tennessee
Rivers, behind rocks and out of caves, it
could shoot the men who were piloting
Northern boats from so far away that
they couldn't tell where the shots were
coming from.
"He never was captured, and old Man
Jack Hinson was responsible for lots of
soldiers running back to Fort Heiman
with their saddles flapping. The officers
would ride in to Concord to see their
wiVes, who stayed at the hotel .there.
But a lot of them never made it hack to
camp. And then the old man would slip
off into the woods and file another notch
on his rifle.
"On one occasion, Jack Hinson had
stopped to talk to a neighbor on the
road. This man was mending his fenCe
when they heard horses comingtp the
road, so the man ran and hid. Jack put
his Kentucky rifle in the bushes and
took down two or three rails, like he was
repairing the rail fence. So the con-
tingent of soldiers from -Port Heiman
rode up and asked him if he knew where
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a_ service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
_ Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510 .
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
, 204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators rnalbe reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the _St:alt., Capitol Building,
Frankfort, "'Ky. 40601,- Home
addresses of state, legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes






Hoyt Roberts was named as "Mr.
Civitan" for 1967 by the Murray Civitai
Club at the ninth anniversary din*
held at the Triangle inn. -
The Salem Baptist Church mem-
bership in an open meeting on
November 10 voted to rebuild at the site
where the church building was
destroyed by fire on the morning, of
November 9.
Mike Lyons and Jerry McCoy -
Murray High School had _first phea.
honors in woodwork and metal work at
ifie Animal Kentucky Industrial
Education-Association convention held
at Louisville. John Belt is their in-
structor.
Deaths reported include Mrs. E. B.
Garrison, age 63, and Mrs. Carrie
Sexton Wood.
Wrestling, sponsored by the Teen-
Mates, will be held at the Douglas
School Gym on November 14.
20 Years Ago
James T. Thompson, 'I1T year Old
- of Mr. and Mrs. James) Pat Thompson
of Hazel Route Two, has been named as
Kentucky Farm Bureau King for 1957 at
the state convention held at Louisville.
The student body of Lone Oak School
of Calloway County in 1909 is published
today. Maybel Tucker was the teacher.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Thelma
Parker Tyree, age 55.
Lois Waterfield, Martha Carter, B.
MelugilLand_Gultha .McKeel Curd, will
attend the Woodmen Circle convention
to be held next week at Washington,
Clerk Gable and Yvonne DeCarlo are
starring in the movie, "Band of
Angels" now showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
30 Years Ago
W. B. Moser, instructor at Murray
High School, has been awarded a
Certificate of Appreciation by the
American National Red Cross. The
award was presented by the local
chapter chairman, W. Z. Carter, at a
regular meeting of the board.
Twelve schools ,received prizes this-
year in the election contest sponsored
by the Democrats, according to Carl
__Kingins, county chairman.. They-, were
New ' Concord, Hazel, Faxon; Cold-
water, Dexter, Outland, Brooks Chapel,
Independence, Shady Hill, Pottertown,
Palestine, and Pleasant Hill.
governor of the Lions Club, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club ricA__
at the Murray Woman's Club Houie. •
Dr. Ralph H. Woods was speaker at
, the Armistice Day ServIteS 'bed at
Mortewyesterday. 
Mrs. Jessie Wallis was hostess for the
meeting of the Missionary Society of
the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church held at her home.
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 12, the 316th
day of 1977. There are 49 days left in the
year:
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, in World War II,
the Soviets halted German invaders at
the outskirts of Moscow.
On this date:
In 1603, Sir Walter Raleigh was put on
trial for treason in Winchester
England.
In 1927, Joseph Stalin became di(
tator of the Soviet Union as Lem.
Trotsky was expelled from the Com-
munist Party.
In 1937, the Japanese captured and
occupied the Chinese city of Shanghai. •
In 1948, a war crimes court in Japan
sentenced former Japanese Premier
Kikedi Tojo and six other Japanese war
leaders to death.
In 1965, the U. N. Security Council
called on all nations to refuse
recognition to Rhodesia after that
country's unilateral declaration of
independence from Britain.
In 1975, William Douglas retired from
-the -U. Supreme court because of-
-failing health after setting a-record of
more than 36 years on the bench. -
- Ten years ago: Three American.
servicemen who had been prisoners of
the Communists in South Vietnam were




Eight thousand refugees were
registered in Murray. during the 1937
spring flood and 35,000 meals were
served for refugees, according to #
report released by B Melugin executivf
secretary of the Calloway Unit of the;
American Red Cross.
Raphael Jones, son of Mr.-and Mrs.
T. R. Jones, was appointed as per-
manent carrier on the new_MUrray City
Postal Route by Postmaster H. T.
Waldrop.
The C. Ray Bus Company announced
today the opening of a new bus line
carrying passengers to and from
Fulton.
Deaths reported this week include
Roscoe Clopton, age 42, Mrs. Hervey H.
Turner, and Mrs. Rip Brandon.
The Murray High School and the
College Training School, both under the
.,. superintendency of W. J. Caplinger,
will celebrate American Education
Week with special programs.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rue Beale on November 8, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wes Jones on
November 6, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Shackelford on November 9.
This is .the second weelcfor students
of Kirksey High School to be in their
newly constructed school building.
Murray State College beat West
Tennessee State of Memphis 19 to 0 for.
its sixth football win of the season.
•
—
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
ever5. afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christ-
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thrritsgiving by
Murray Newspapers, In , 101 N 4th St.
Murray. Ky 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. $250 per month. payable in advance
By mail in Callaway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky .and
Paris. Buchanan and Pury ear. Tn , $17 50 per
Year By mail to other destinations. 532 50 per
year
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The A_ssociated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish loCal news originated by The Murray
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r. ,1•11 rtlr' hut
Batch Greer Outdoor Editor
Sportsman's Journal
Goose Season
Waterfowling season is upon
us. Goose season opened
Saturday, November 12 and
will continue to run through
Friday, January 20, 19784-
that's 70 consecutive days of
goose hunting. Daily 'bag.
limits include two '(2) 'Canada
Geese or two (2) White-
fronted geese or not more than
one (1) each of Canada and
White-fronted geese com-
bined. The limit on Snow geese
(including blue) is five 15)._
Duck Season-
This Saturday, November 19
marks the opening of duck
season. It will continue until
Sunday, November 27 and
then close until reopening
again a half hour before sunup
Saturday, December 10. The
second portion of the season
will close Saturday, January
14, 1978.
Point System
The point system will again
apply to Kentucky hunters in
the 1977-78 duck season. The
point values for the species










Each year a disturbingly - What can a hunter do to enough, but standing and
large number of hunters are avoid catastrophe on- the shooting is double trouble and
killed and injured in needless water? To begin with, have , guarantees almost certain
accidents - without a single ' the proper equipment aboard. tragedy. Reaching over the
---ót-be4 M,p4 -important -is a Per.. --gunwales-to retriavaa downed-
These unfortunate hunters sonal Flotation Device, bird or recover a decoy can
_are  -gatv,6tney—etouth 
victims of boating 
ace:den s., 4-PED), better knavnias a life .also cause the boat to roil if
jacket. The law requires a the hunter is not cautious.
Coast Guard approved PFD If you are unlucicy enough toWhether it be waterfowling, for each person' aboard all ks overboard in water that can
-1"rart°- get 1°' a"nte-WaU. plus °114 irurit44151eTY156--- co—ld,r-k-eep-a-atirduck blind or just tran-
sportation to a prime game
area...hunters spend a lot of
time on the water. But many
of them don't think of them-
selves as "boaters." Thus,
they may not take enought
time to find out about boating
safety, something that
everyone who takes to the
water should do.
The hunter who launches his
boat in search of game' faces
some particular problems that
make safe boating practices a
must. First, the hunter often
heads for isolated areas,
which make chances slim_ that
there will be Ameone around
to help in case of an
emergency. Much hunting is
done in the foul weather
months, increasing the
hazards for small craft on the
water. And finally, a hunter
can become so engrossed in
his sport that he'll fail to be
aWare or an approaching
danger.
111111111MININIPM, 
device on boats 16 feet or
over. It is a good idea to have a
PFD aboard; it's a better idea
to wear it.
Other vital equipment that
should be on board includes an
anchor and extra line, a
bucket or plastic. jug for
bailing, extra paddles or oars,
distress flares, tool kit, first
aid kit, sounding device
I whistle or horn), and proper
navigation' lights if the boat is
to be run at night Be sure to
check your state's boating
regulations before' departing.
-Overloading can also be a
serious problem for the
shooter who trys to get every
bit of his gear and every one of
his friends into a small boat.
Most boats have a capacity
rating plate (often located on
the transom) which tells the
maximum load and the craft's
horsepower rating.
Capsizing is an everpresent
danger for hunters. Standing
in a small boat is hazardous
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.





641 South one, 753-9491
.1105 Pogue 4,0400a753-1489
head; you're likely to have to
Make decisions that. will affect
your survival.
The danger in cold water is
hypothermia. The body loses
heat faster than it an produce
it resulting in dessth.
If you fall in an area where
others are near or Ilkley to
come by, stay with the boar.
That way yeti are more easily
spotted _ and it is also
something to hang onto. If you
aren't wearing a PFD and
can't reach one to put on, don't
discard your heavy hunting
clothes. A bulky coat or hip'
boots can provide air pockets
that will help keep you up.
Grab an oar, decoy, anything
that will help keep you afloat.
Hypothermia researchers
have found the most effective
way to preserve body heat in
the water is to assume a kind
of fetal position with knees up
and arms tucked -into- the
sides, and folded across the
25 Points-malt mallard
and all ether species of docks.
10 points-pintail, blue-
winged teal, green-winged





Alabama waterfowlers are not
affected by the new non-toxic
(steel) shot regulations.
However, the. remaining 11 
states on the Mississippi
Flyway fall 'under the new
restriction. That regidation
states "...no person shall take
waterfowl while possessing 12-
gauge shells loaded with any
shot other than -steel shot.
ShelLsjoacied with toxic shot,
such as leah, can be in the
possession of - hun-
ters...provided these shells
are gauges other than 12
gauge".
Duck Stamp
The law requires that all
waterfowl hunters 16 years of
age and over must poirkss a
valid Migratory Bird Hunting
and Conservation Stamp, or
duck stamp, signed across the
face. Hunters under 16 may
voluntarily purchase a duck
stamp and help preserve
wetlands for waterfowls.
Freebes
From time to time I will be
passing along an address
where you will be able to
an interestingcatalog or just a
pamphlet containing general
interest information. This
week I think we have
something that fits both of
those categories. It is the Fall
1977 Orvis catalog and it is
free for the asking. Simply
drop a post card or a letter
with your request to: The
Orvis Company, Inc., 10 River
Road, -Manchester, Vermont
05254. .
This catalog specializes to
the outdoorsman In his every
need (well, almost). It lists
items from custom shotguns
to wild rice. How about an
authentiC staghorn whistle to
call your dog? It sells for
under $7. Or how about a
bushel of "quack" corn?
Orvis' decoy maker came up
with this stuff. This trifficia1
corn is very realistic and
about 7 inches long. The
catalog claims it is "Perfectly
legal" as a decoy since it
cannot be eaten by ducks or
geese. 1 wish I could grow
these plastic ears in my back




As most already know, a
black color phase in an animal
chest.
If you are in a very isolated
area where it is unlikely
someone will come along, and
you think-you're able to swim
to safety-start right away,
Tion't Wait, The longer you,
remain in the cold water the
weakeryou'll become and the
chances of making shore will
be reduced.
-But yet-this-kind-of situatioa





before leaving and continue to
monitor the weather while
afloat. Keep alert. At the first
sign of a storm approaching
head for shore.
. Leave -float- plan- , with
neighbors so they'll know
where you are and when
you're scheduled to return.
Remember that boating
safety _should_ 4ust , as kn.-.
portant to the hunter as
firearm safety, -for the ac-
cident results can be just as
tragic.
Charles Cope of Benton, Route 1 bagged this ten
point buck on Monday, Nov. 7 in Area 6 of 1.13L The buck
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MNU`rfay's '
Murray Home & Auto
Bear •




NINE AND TEN POINTERS - Two Murray area relatives bagged these two fine bucks
during a scheduled gun hunt at land Between The Lakes Monday, November. Plc-
turd are Frank Pague, 301 S. Eleventh, Murray„ and Virginia Todd, Route 5, Murray.
Pague downed a i8 pound, 10 point buck, while Mrs. Todd baggeda 163 pound, nine
point buck. . - Staff Photo by towe41 ktchiey
or bird is termed "melanistic"
and an all-white phase is
"albinistic." However, there
is also a lesser known red
color phase, termed
"erythristic."- Examples of
this are found in snakes such
as the western hognose, and in
'birds such as the western
ruffed grouse tuici some of the
harricS.-4AecOrding to a TVA
spokesman, the black and the
white fallow deer seen at-Land
Between The Lakes are not
melanistic or alvinistic. Those
es issue colors. are -natural --
color phases of the fallow.
Pichire- s *
For those who have pictures
of their game or fish and
would like to send them in to
the newspaper for possible.
publication, I offer the
following. First and foremost,
the pictures should be clear-
it- matters not whether they
are black and white or color.
The second thing that is
considered before printing a
picture lathe =teat of the
picture. "Gorey"--Ticturei of -
harvested deer d‘ not look
good in print and those pic-
tures cannot be printed for
obvious reasons. Your picture
can he` returnwrifyou leave-a-'
self-addressed, stamped
envelope with your prcture I
will gladly return the
photograph. Or, you can drop
by the newspaper office
during regular working hours
the following week after the
picture has been used.
Tips for a better picture
include taking those
'photographs with a "scenic"
background. Houses, cars,
and other structures are
usually distracting. As for
deer, be sure to take a picture
at lin angle not exposing the
cavity. Also, make sure the
tongue of the deer is not
sticking out.
little 'Orttgartitkin can -
make all the difference in the
World when 'taking a
photograph.
limited Edition Mode/ 94
Offered By Winchester
The Limited Edition Model
94 for 1977, a special low-
volume issue firearm
most popular sporting firearm
in American history."
The receiver of the Limited
designed_ _Jot, the most _Edition Model 94, in 30-30
discriminating collector, has
been, introduced by the
Winchester, Group of Olin
Corporation.
Announcement of the new
-lever-action ' carbine was
made by William F'. Steck,
vice president for marketing,
who said that only 1,500 of the
guns would be produced.
"With the Winchester Model
94 nearing the 5,000,000 mark
in sales," Mr. Steck said, "we
felt that nothing short of a
spectacular, firearm, issued in
very small numbers, would





Speioliting in servicing tires A 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
le De 4ockson Pordsase Z53-6779
caliber, has a satin gold-
plated finish and is adorned
with artistically perfect
replicas, etched in triple
relief, of two classic Win-
chester Style No. 1 engravings -
originally developed by the
late John U).rich. The right
side of the receiver shows a
c&uching mountaih • lion
'facing an alert mule deer. A
pair of hounds holding a
grizzly bear at bay makes up
the action scene on the left
side of the receiver. Both sides_
of the receiver are em-
bellished -with fancy
scrollwork.
The gun's lever and ham-
mer also are etched with a
scroll design and, along with
the upper and lower tangs,
have a satin gold-plated finish
that matches the receiver.
Deep cut checkering and a
high-gloss finish enhance the
carbine's extended forearm
and buttstock of fancy grade
American walnut. The square
comb buttstock has a
wraparound blued steel
buttplate.
fitted witka blade front sight
and full buckhorn rear sight.
The Identifying legend,
"Limited Edition by Win-
chester," is inscribed in gold-
colored script on the right side
of the barrel. The upper tang
carries the inscription!.
"Model 1894 Winchester."
With -the- exception of the
receiver, hammer, lever and
tangs, all external metal parts
of the Limited Edition Model
94 have a lhstrous highly
polished blue finish.
Each gun comes with its
own fitted, velvet-lined, dark
stained wooden case, with
brass hardware and lock and
key. An accompanying
leatherette booklet includes
histories of the Winchester
Model 9_4 carbine and the
engravings of JohrfUlrich, as
well as an instruetion and
parts manual for the special
Limited Edition gun. An of-
ficial certificate of authen-
tication, which lists the gun's
serial __number and date of
production, and is signed by
the president of the Win-
chester Group, is also in-
cluded with each gun.
The special Limited Edition
Model 94 has a suggested
Twin barrell-bandaenoirsie- -retail-price ef-41,500-end-wilL.-.
the gun's_20-inch Winchester be available in late Novem-
Proof-Steel barrel which is her, 1977.
2 Niks Ent HWf 94 753-569,3
Mum Bait CO.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
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By Charlie McKenney
Ducks Unhunted Secretary
This will be the list -chance at 600 with refreshmenfs
to talk about the Ducks available, and a full length
Unlimited Banquet. By the D.U. film will be shown. The
time you read next weeks -dinner meal will be served at
column the banquet. will have 7:00.
already been held. . The lake level rose about
The meal alone is worth the mid-week, but has started to
_price .of -a-ticket. It-will be fall back to-winter pool and
great food and all you can eat, should be back down by today.
A chance at this _years door. I know several duck hunters
prize would also be worth the that didn't put enough string
pride of si ticket. A Remington on their decoys. I hope this is
1100 shotgun will be won by 'not going to be a winter when
someone attending the the lake rises and falls all
banquet. There are also over hunting season. If you are just
50 other door prizes that will putting out your decoys I
be given away, and by would leave an extra foot of
banquet-time there should he string- showing et the Present
even more, lake level, and that should get
The shotgun that the you through the hunting
national headquarters sent season:1f the lake doer; fall,
local chapters this year is an three or four feet you can
Ithaca pump. wl.th double A always put a half hitch.in your
fancy walnut wood. Murray's decor strings: hi5 shoufd
chapter received the gun with _ keep them from hecomingtoo
-. serial No. • 949. This • shotgun bunched up together.
will be sold to the highest
bidder the night of the
banquet. This beautiful
shotgun maybe seen at M & M
Sporting Goods in Uncle Jeff's
until the night of the banquet.
7(0.81-114.014 are downtown.
stop in and see the beautiful
prints and several other
 auetioniternsandisplayatthe.
Bank of Murray.
Once again the banquet will
be held on Thursday night
November 17th at the Murray
Ceuntry Club. Activities start
Next week I hope to haVe
some hunting reports on geese
in the lakes area. I also hope to
have a picture awl details on
what must be the ultimate in
boat blind construction. Its not
Jnine but I sure wish I halmy
boat fixed up just like Don
Cherrys.
See you on  the hike Saturday 
and at the banquet Thursday
Rigid. -
MAY ALL YOUR HUN-
TING BE SAFE AND EN-
JOYABLE.
  Thirteen-year-01 an Birdsong, son of Mr. & Mrs. Jerry
the t



































- fly, [a .21kgrader at Murray Middle School: fiar-
- vested hiZ. deetat 1.111. during the second yAinth
bunt November 5 
Wisconsin, and Jason Davis,
Jellico, Kentucky.
Winday 'took a '1531/2-1b., 8
point bucl.while Davis bagged
a 142%-lb., 8 pointer. George
-Dean; Knoxville, Tennessee;
took a 175-1b, 10-point buck in
_ -141IntErl owort. also note taggedwitb-a-latnd-RetWeeasthe Tennessee•*.-cter' The -A-4 rra --Stent-e-Mphiyeelelike sroreid-rm-thhie---f---csonder-lusi= that -off-mad driving or _ The Lakes deer permit -tag.
in Tennessee was a 150-1b., 13- - -we e a es. e nitser elennylttdee-Sorietr- throughout Lancl-Retween The or near all three informationpoint buck taken by Ronnie
French, also of Knoxville.
,
ettototw eastmrha . Lakes. All vehicles must be stations.
The second half of the split of figures for you to paw thru 1 GMC Suburban kept on established roads.
season °pent December, 10 - with- the zeal of a 'good -Won • phia.. one hig Tun from a
. and will contizrge throtigh hound,. in the midst of itover  the _frame ,and  
contest. wegon„ two_ _tampers and a
uP one_-hirndRil . transfer case from a Toyota
• -lour wheel drive rigs out.in the Land Cruiter, several other
football stadium parking lot assorted WM of vartimis-
and see what we come out manufacturers which all
with. We'D do this on the basis combhied might make our one
of 1976 sales figures which are hundredth rig.
the latest available. And we'll Here is a percentage break-
Calculate it-down to about the down of four Wheel drive sales -
fifth lug nut on the offside rear in the period of 1971 to 1976 by
Gumbo Mudder. various manufacturers. Over
Out of our 100 we will find two million have been built in ,
  that a ale pickup trucks and this period. -
market has increased- - flee, theether37,ef_the-hybeid or - - Chevrolet 33 percent; Ford; -
hundred percent -and in this ' sport-utility type' four wheel 21 percent; Jeep, 17 percent;
day and age of automotive art drive. Dodge, 10 percent; IM; 9'
those figureshave set Detroit 24 Chevrolet pickup trucks
on its ear. (4 x 4) • 
percent; GMC, 7 percent;
Toyota, 2 percent. Land Rover
The typical buyer of the new 21 Ford pickup trucks (4 x 4
futir wheel drive is10 Chevrolet Blazers 
accounted for some aides until
smog regulations kept it from
years old, married, has 9 Dodge pickup trucks (4 x
there imarEtede twenty -compiled bi- the various head eerneloger Of the-truck ren;--- e — ) - •
_ _ • . _ .a dsdeitiv 
seven
manufacturers and it frenkly operation. He said, "It has something that does not have 8 "little" Jeeps . companies currently "con-
- raised our eyebrows.. been suggested that the strong four wheel drive. 6 GMC pickup trucks 4x11 verting" minitrucks raid vans
There is no question about desire to own a vehicle that The least likely buyer of a 6 Jeep Wagoneers ror into four wheel drifea;
it. Four wheel drives are the outperformed others on the four wheel drive is a single Cherokees) By the way; has anybody
most incredible market highway has been legislated woman over fifty with no 3 IM Scouts come up with a good name for
picture now viewed by out of existence. However, we children and who lives in a 2 Ford Bronco's the "Red Runt's"
, Detroit. For what reason? believe it may have gone "off- town of over . 100,000 2 Dodge Ramchargers 11 a replacement? We've got to go
Between General Motors, highway." • population. _ part Plymouth) wash it off for the weekend!
- -Ferd-,-thryslerandAMC-Jiep- In-other --weeds- the many --At- the last minute the ---2-GMC--Jtrnrn-Vs' 11-A-Tr -Y 7-0-11 R -
plus International Harvester folks who used to buy the eyeballs "blitzed" and we 1 IM pickup truck WHEELING.
we get a lot of reasons. If we "muscle" cars of the fifties reverted to the country boy 'Toyota Land Cruiser
'throw the hickernuts (ever - and sixties have shied away perspective. No great big list 1 Chevrolet Suburban
tried, to spell that word) in from tite_galLeriaPent..htePtred
with the horseappletoand sift "lightweight -dogs" , of the
out the goodies, there appear present day and looked
' to be three major areas which elsewhere for something more
are bringing about this boom personal and exciting in
in four wheel drive sales. machinery for their travels.
Number one is obvious. In 1977 approximately
- -Four wheel-drive-ht -better-- 700,000-new four wheel-dhaes
when the going gets rough- will be sold. About i two thirds
• Flow, mud, ice, etc. There are of these will be pickup trucks.
a few days in every year when The other third is the sports
Just about everybody would utility type (Blazer, Scout,
like to have it. • Bronco, Jeep, etc.) That we
• Number two is that America could compare to say 1971
Is beginning to think outdoors where total sales were only
• more. The great weekend , 167,000 and at that trucks
escape is upon us. Get away accounted for only 46 percent
from it all. A Lincoln Con- of the figure. In the last six
tinental shuts out the noise years the four wheel drive
• December . 71housand sam'ple  running gear from a Toyota
]-:'--.;.Four Wheeling
By limp Brooks
Land Between The Likes
.1sop maws Vacation Parolee With An Extra
Looking for an off-road, four offers 5,000 acres of 'Outdoor
wheeler's paradise? The classroom" to provide a
Tennessee Valley Autbolity greater+. _ environmental
has what you're 'looking "for. aviatets fOr Children and • -
Land Between The Lakes, adults. Acties are designed
located between Kentucky to stimulate curiosity and ,
Lake and Lake Barkley in concern about the land and its
West Kentucky and Ten- delicate balance of resources.
nessee, is set on 170,000 acres A typical family weekend
of rugged, heavily wooded 'May include a stop at the
peninsula. 2,500 acres of which Center Station, a facility
gave been specifically set 'Where reeeiit ecologiral
aside for 4-wheelers to explore developments are displayed;
and enjoy. That SOMIX15 like an it vigorous nature hike down
ideal vacation spot but here's miles of trails abundant with
what makes it unique: Land
Between The Lakes provides
an Environmental Education
Program. So besides giving
the public a year round
hunting-fishing-hiking-boat-
ing-and campingAt spot,





wildlife and wildflowers and of
special interest to children, a
visit to Empire Farm, com-
plete with barnyard animals
and demonstrations: And
naturally for avid 4-wheelers,
a thorough exploration of the
Turkey Bay off-road area.
Learning how to keep our
environment healthy ettd
balanced is growing more and-
'Mite iinnOrttint -"tech dity•litt
---Latunetweesi The-Lakes:4=
can learn for -the tea of It
For. more , informatian
write: Land Between The
Lakes, P. 0. Box Jn-77,
Tennessee Valley AuthoritY,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231
or phone (502) 924-5602.
GOLDEN POND, Ky.-Bow
hunters harvested 263 white-
---tillecT deer in------the first -half of
the split bow season at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes.
Hunters in the Tennessee
portion of the 170,000-acre -
public _demonstration area
petted 95 deer during the 24-
day season which opened
October 8.
XPrihmtry hunter's- bagged
168 animals. Two of the larger
white-tailed -deer taken In







James Stow of Benton,'RoUte 1 bagged this eight point
burl on Monday, Nov. 7 in Area 6 of Lill It field dressed
out to 11,24 pounds. . P
Regulations Emphasized for
Gun Deer Keats
At land &tweet, The lakes
GOLDEN POND, Ky-On
hunts for White-tailed deer are
underway at the Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, TVA's
Violators *ill be prosecuted
All hiking trails have been
posted and hunters should be
aware that Hunt Area 9
second largest deer harvested' 
u y
rtrisaii Tbe deer wa, taken in the Nevillelkay_ area of Land Bet- parkin  it pro ii _ check stetions are located at
strat ion area in western area at Turkey Creek is also
Kentucky and Tennessee. closed. Other closed or
Fallow deer hunting is restricted areas are listed in
_prohibited this year. - the 1977-78 Land Between The
_ Hunts are scheduled for the Lakes Hunting Guide
Kentircky, portion pf the available at any of the three
project November 114 16, and information stationa., _
19, and in the Tennessee sector Hunters may cheek in the
 -blawanber 8, 12, - -clay-hefore-eachbunt frent•-•• - --
• Three hunts have already a.m. to 5 pan. or the morning -
been held. -•'-• of each hunt beginning at -1 --
KentuCky hunters are a.m.-All hunters, must have
—reinhaded---thateidearms -are the approp Lae aort---villid
prohibited in the Kentucky -state licenses and their Land
portion of Land Between The Between The Lakes computer
Lakes. Hunters in the Ten- permit when checking in at
nessee sector af Land Between the information station. _
The Lakes can Use sidearms in Only hunters who harvest a
with established deer _ _must check out. All -
Tennessee regulations. - harvested, deer must be
„ Normally we make it a outside. A four wheel drive
policy to steer away from literally drives off and goes
• much-•-•-in the---realme -01 -where noise is not. Four wheel
statistics, Wiring found *that' drive-has-become increashiglY
groups of numbers can lead to linked to fun and recreation.
trouble. But this week we The third one was referred
happetied to see same figures • to by-James Caplenge, Vice-
On four wheel drive sales President of Ford Motor, and
000 Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing,' Camping, and Hunting•Eguipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating l A Family Affair
Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business"
Bob Goetr (right), a wildlife biologist at Murray State University, put Joey Rose into a
tree stand during the Youth Runt last Saturday. The result, was a 192 pound field-
dressed deer with a 24 and three-quarter inch 10 point rack. Joey downed the deer
With-one 41i-et-With a 20 ga. shotgun anifSlur—
Photo Courtesy,M&M Sporting Goods
641 Super Shell
Where "Servide Is Our Business






We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. Sth Murray, Ky. 7 53 1640






2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
" Days/153-7404
Nights 753-2486
-We APpLeciote _5(Fr fri'ilnis
anummunantammetn
re-a. "
lot NMNIMMU1111/ tttttt  Vitra '"





Mutual of Omaha 22
TV Service Center 7. .`.-.• -2r)
Corvette I anes 22
Hodge & Son 201/2
VlurraY Appliance 19
I Wvants's 18
Moose No 2 17
M.1401i0 No.3  17
•Itandy.lbortun 16
Moose No 1 15
Colonial Bread 15
Ledger - Tmws 14
MuLray Hospital . 12
Coast (It-lard '11
Pagliai's . .

















High Team Senes SC
Corvette lanes 
F4odge & Son 
Murray Appliance  
' High Team Series HC than it did in a 2-1 victory over
Moose No 3 
Corvette Lanes  2979
258° the Colorado Rockies.
Hodge eir Son .... . . 2930 "We checked and worked
High Team Gaine
r l-ivette Lanes  961 hard," 
Boivin said after the
Frodgel, Son 942 Blues' win Friday night. "But
ittaf, Tearn Carrie HC , '"t 
Mutual of-Omaha. believe it or not, in our first. 
Corvette Lanes • . .  1074 nine losses we played better
•
14044e &Son 
PI" hockey than we did tonight.
High Averages  And we should have played




Dan Jones  181 Although the Blues, now 3-
Jerry
Ron McClung 
Bolls  177 10-2, "checked pretty well,"
 176
Toby Aller .. 175 Boivin said the margin of
Ron Pace . • 174 victory should have been
ferry Harting . 
Ken Huey- • - 72 greater. He said one of his

























7,4j In Losing Efforts, Coach Says
581
The Associated Press three goals in the scoreless
DENVER ( AP) —St. Louis first period.
649
646 Coach Leo Boivin says his Na- In other NHL matches Fri-
638 tional Hockey League team day, Toronto defeated
aao has played better in almost all Washington 3-1 and Van-
of its losing efforts this year couver downed Minnesota 4-2..554
SOCCER
NEW YORK — The for
-GINCINNATI (AP) — The mation of a professional in
_Cincinnati Stingers have door soccer league, with
, :tgned Pat Stapleton — for. financial hackling from eight
, :Tier defenseman of the year in major indoor arenas, was
the World Hockey Association announced by league directors
to a one-year contract _ Earl Foreman and Ed Tepper.
Stapleton._ was an __ ".We are calling [tits „league_
Standing defenseman for the the Major Indoor Soccer
Chicago Black Hawks of the League," said Foreman. "The
National Hockey League nine arenas which have
jr„f_cse  io*ing the WHA in agr to. .lease their facilitiesfeci 
Dixieland Center
Bankeet-Mucr
St. Louis' winning tally
came with less than four
minutes remaining in the
game when Bruce Affleck
picked up his first goal of the
season _with an unassisted
score from near the right
faceoff circle.
- The two teams battled on.
even terms for a period and a-
half before the Blues jumped
ahead on a power-play goal by
Inge Hammarstrom. Ham-
marstrom took a pass from
Garry Unger in the corner and
jammed his fifth goal of the
year past Colorado goalie
Doug Favell. ,
The Rockies came back to
tie the score at 3:23 of the final
period when defenseman
Barry Beck grabbed a
rebound on Bryan Lefley's
shot and put the puck high in
the net.
Maple Leafs 3, Capitals 1
A pair of goals by Ron Ellis
lifted Toronto past
Washington as the Capitals
played their eighth straight
game without a victory.
Guy Charron put
Washington ahead in the
second period but Toronttiii"
Errol Thompson tied the seOre
on a breakaway. Ellis then
gave the Maple Leafs the lead
good when he scored from
in the slot near the end of the
second period.
Ellis' second goal of the
game capped a 3-on-1 Toronto
break.
Canncks 4, North Stars 2
Vancouver snapped a
seven-game losing streak on
power play goals by Rick
Blight and Dennis Kearns.
Defenseman Larry
Goodenough and rookie Jere
Gillis tallied the other Canuck
goals while Pierre Jerry had
both goals for the North Stars.
Bowling
Stapletonshares the NHL; Madison Square Garden, !,.!tatu_wraau..T,TroPies













Peoples Bank 16 20
Jerry's Restaurant 13 23
Personality Beauty Shop 13 23
Roses ,... 10 as 
High Team Grime (SC)
'Peoples Bank 0013
Dixieland Center  805
Heriniion Hunt* - 772
- High Team-Game (RC)
ieland Center.—., 1040
Peoples Bank 1035




PeoRles.11unk  , . 2188
High Team Series (HC)
Dennison Hunt.. 2964













Highlnd. Series ( HC
Debbie Hopper 647
Sondra Rice 620
Decie Beale  618
High Averages




Debbie Hopper . 150
.Sondra Rice 149
Pat %Ailed . . . 149
Betty Parrish.
Elaine Pittenger . . 147
Jeanette Williams   144
game by a defenseman. Philadelphia Spectrum, the Thurman Furniture
In July 1973, Stapleton
joined the Chicago Cougars as
playercoach and was - WHA
defenseman of the year. He
Then- -went- 10 Itidizinapoht,'
where he played for two years.
Omni in Atlanta, the Rich-
field, Ohio Coliseum, the
Hartford Civic- Center; the
Summit in Houston, the Pit-
tsburgh- Civic - Ceifte1=--an5
Chicago Stadium:
• •
For R Ainess At
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Mayfield Rallys, TopsWarren East
36_13
Playoff action is under way
- in high school football in Ken-
tucky, and the victors in Class
9-A State al-e Henderson Coun-
ty, the defending 4 A cham-
pion, Franklin County,
-Lexington Henry Clay and
Greenup County.
Rallying behind a strong
second-half finish, favored
Mayfield, 10.1, defeated
Warren East ( 8-4) 36-13 to win
the title in Class AA's First
Region.
-Bardstown continued its
quest toward a Class AA state
football championship as It
ran over visiting Henry
County 34-0 to capture the
Second Region crown. Bard-
stown is undefeated in 12
games while Henry Courify
finished with an 8-4 record.
liefending Class AA .high
school football king Corbin ( 9-
2) overcame an early case of
the fumbles to crush Boyle
County 37-18 to win the Third
Region title. Boyle County
ended the season with a slate
of 8 4.
Campbellsville knocked out
defending Class A state cham-
pion Fort Campbell 32-20 in
overtime for the First Region
title while Frankfort defeated
Harrodsburg 15-6 for the Re-
gion Two crown. ...
Bellevue won the Third
Mel Purcell Loses In
Semifinals tn Sweden
STOCKHOLM ( AP )- Unseeded Tom Ilenriksen of
Sweden pulled his second upset in as many days Friday,
dumping third-seeded Mel Purcell of Murray... . 74,• fe3in a ,sernifinal match of the Stockholm Open Junior Cup tournaznent ----------
Botj. lagtors held serve throiah the first 12 games
riksen-voon thetiebi-eakei and-the opening. set - -
try a-7.4 score__ .
'--lienriltsen won Three consecutive games,-inehiding -
pair of service breaks, to take a commanding 5-2 edge in
the second set. Purcell, an. 18-yearold Memphis State
freshman from Murray,'Ky., broke back to cut the
margin to 5-3 before Hem-iksen dosed out the-match with
anotlier break.
_Henriksen who earlier upset  secontirseeded.soun-,_
tryman Per_Hjertqvist 6-3, 6-2, advanced to Saturday"s _
finals opposite topseeded Phil Davies of Australia. • . •
Davies moved into the title match with a 6-2,' 6-4
decision over unseedecIMassinicniVircaiiiitaly.-
- Purcell, the only American in the 16-player field drawn
from 15 countries, advanced to the semifinals on the
strength of a 6-2, 6-1 win over Frank Janssen of Holland in
the opening round and a quarterfinal 6-3, 6-0 victory over
Michael Mortensen of Denmark.
In the girls division, top-seeded Lea Antonopolis of the
United States moved into the finals with a 7-6, 6-1 win over
Martine Bureau of France. Antonopolis will meet second-
seeded Amanda Tobin of Australia, a 6-3, 7-6 victor over
England's Debbie Jevans. -
Antonopolis, of Glendale,' Calif....t earlier defeated
Birgitte Giaever of Norway 6-1, 6-1 in the opening round
and Claudio Monteiro of Brazil 7-6, 6-0.
Writer Goes On Ledge, Picks
Tampa Bay To Upset New York
By BRUCE LOW ITT Bucs 16, Giants 14
AP Sports Writer For New. York, it is_a trip
If is, let us say, an act of frorri the sublime to the
charity--perfOrmed witli.--•.- ritiieutous. Having lost to
hand covering the mouth to Dallas, and having an offense
keep the smirk from resembling Abbott & Costello
escalating to giggles and Meet The Keystone Kops, the
thence to guffaws.... Giants loom as the team most
Here we stand, in the ninth likely to be remembered as
week of Tampa Bay's second the one that helped Tampa
season, the 23rd game in all. Bay break its maiden.
And still the Buccaneers are, Cowboys 31, Cardinals 21
to use a horse racing ex- It appears Dallas has an
pression, maidens, without a excellent chance to enter the
victory= without sumach as a
tie—to look back upon.
Looking ahead they see, in
the final five 'weeks of the
season, Detroit, Atlanta,
Chicago, New Orleans and St.
Louis—all of them reasonably
formidable foes.
Thus, if the Bucs are to
avoid a second season of
absolute humiliation, a vic-
tory must be achieved this
Sunday against one of the few
National Football League
teams with an ineptitude in
Tampa Bay's range.
Welcome, New York Giants.
It. is, to be sure, an Upset
Special of mammoth
proportions, considering the
Bucs have scored touchdowns
in only three games this
season and have been blanked
in three others. And coming on
the heels of last week's
horrendous 7-7 mark that put
the season record at 77-35 for a
playoffs with a perfect record.
St. Louis won't mar that mark
this week, even though it will
liven up Monday night with
some electrifying moments.
Raiders 24, Oilers 13
Oakland and Houston have
beaten each other by one-point
margins the past two seasons.
It won't be that close this time.
The Raiders are first in of-
fense in the American Con-
ference. The Oilers are last.
Colts 28, Bills 14
Buffalo would love to see
Roland get his Hooks into
Balt-more the way he did to
the Patriots last week. But the
Colts' defense will get its
hooks into almost everything
the Bills try.
Stetlers 24, Browns 17
Cleviland nev_er has won in
Three Rivers Stadium. And
the Browns are showing signs
of fading: The Steelers cer-
tainly haven't been world-
Jets 30, Seahawks 17
Seeing Seattle's defense of
which there -is none) will do
wonders for the confidence of
Marty Domres, New York's
temporary starting quar-
terback.
Broncos 20, Chargers 9
San Diego went without a
point in its two games against
Denver a year ago. Not this
time—but the outcome will be
the same.
Dolphins 23, Patriots 20
It's tough to figure New
England. The Pats can look so
good one week, so bad the
next. We'll stick with Miami's
consistency.
Bears 24, Chiefs 16
Neither team can stop the
other, but at least Chicago has
more to stop. It's back to
reality for Kansas City's Tom
Bettis.
Lions 14, Falcons 7
Detroit, literally gets its
show on the road. We've given
up on Atlanta's offense—if it
ever really had one.
Vikings 20, Bengals 17
Minnesota's main goal will
be to wipe away the memory
of last week's shellacking by
St. Louis.
tagles 20, Redskins 17 -
'Washington's down after
after being so up and coming
Anew in Baltimore.
Rams 34, Filchers 13
Los Angeles is shifting into
playoff gear ...
.688 percentage, it Is 'V' beaterS thy-past two weeks. 49ers 21, Sagits 10 •
'selection to be reginfed only They ye been self:Beak-is. and New Orleans is stuck
lightly atbest. e • ft . - 'That's about tec_hange. 'in reverse.
Wins Region, Class AA




Christian County 31-7 Friday
night for the First Region title.
Hendirson County, now 11-1
on the season, was runnerup to
Louisville Trinity for the over-
all Class 4-A championship
last year.
Friday night's winners will
advance to the semifinals.
Franklin County suc-
cessfully defended its Second
Region title in Class 4-A State
with a 28-7 victory over
Marion County. The winner
rolled up 275 yards rushing in
improving its record to 7-4.
In the Third Region, Henry
-Clay beat Tates Creek 14-7 for
the championship. In winning
the title for the first time since
1974,.lienry Clay improved its
UK Wins
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
said before the Wildcats' exhi-
bition basketball game
against the Soviet Union
national team that it would




hard-pressed to find any,
however, as James Lee led the
Wildcats to an impressive 109-
75 victoryL.___-.
Jack Givens and Mike Phil-
lips added 18 points apiece for
Kentucky and Phillips led all
rebounders with 14. Truman
Claytor added 14 points, in-
cluding a pair of layups off
backcourt steals when Ken-
tucky put the game on ice.
Rick Robey added 13 points
-before fouling -out.
Alexandr Popkov and Vladi-
mir -Titachenke, the Soviets'
'massive ,7-4 center, each
scored 11 points.
record 8-3 and avenged a 28-22
overtime loss to Tates Creek,
which ended the season at 10-
2.
Senior running back Jim
Dunaway gained 241 yards in
leading Greenup. co_ unty past
Boone County 21-7 for the
Fourth Region title in Class 4
-A-State. The win was Greenup
County's ninth in 11 games.
Overtimes were the order of
the evening in Jefferson
County Class 4 A football
action. Bishop David over-
came Fairdale 13-7 after two
extra periods, raising its
season slate to 11-1 while
Fairdale slipped to 9-3.
Southern, now 11-1, bested
Doss, with a 0-3 record, 21-20
in one overtbna; . _
Franklin-Simpson improved
its record to 11-1 and claimed
the Class AAA, First Region
championship by defeating
Webster County 42-0.
In the Second Region,
Herbie McCowan supplied the
excitement with an 88-yard
kickoff return for a second-
quarter toucbdoym and his -'
_Shelby County teammates
_ took it from there to suc-
cessfully defend their title
with a 20-14 win over Danville.
Ft. Thomas Highlands
scored the first time it had the
ball and built up a 20-0 half-
time lead in defeating
Jessamine County 34-0 for the
Third Region crown in Class
AAA.
-._ And in Class AAA, Fourth




Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
wr04/7̂ " A‘f •-•
waili a -rs4M11265416:96.1111 
an
641 North, Center Drive




Six10'  month $16°°
5'116' i.: .-.•-•  • • . *oath $23°°





Always assume a downed or dangling power line is
. _dangerous. Stay away from it, keep others away from it. and
report it to our office immediately.
If you are in an auto accident involving power lines, stay in
the car until a service crew arrives. If there is a danger of fire,
jump clear of the car so that no part of your body touches the
car and the ground at the same time.
A few precautionary measures can protect you from the
hazards of electric power lines. Learn more from our free
booklet Danger, High Voltage.
@lecissity
West Ky. Rural Eledric W Y
Cooperative Corporation





















beC'eusetheY've doesn't mean anYthing:if
they don't develop, they could be riding the bench.
-Sometimes we get very concerned that in our lower
programs, we sometimes tend te(wer-brag on kids and they
get satisfied with what they are and no longer want to work.
They feel like they're already there. • ,
"The good Lord gives everyone a certain amount of talent.
It's like someone who ciaims to he a Christian but yet never
-zsaalt-Ite-iiible-You-havate-1:004 the Bibleie mattwesigthe
Murray High Grid Stats
Met Iteshiso Femble Ilmermrim
Bumph's , 614 Parham 
• • -112 stephonson-
128 Jones
48 Utley
 210 Cartwright 
315 Catlett 
3




-16 Gilliam  1• - -
 -M Burpphis 





























































N M.HthbarL 12 ,
'7-34 Utley 6
189 Tharpe 6
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176.2 u Todd Co.
121 Totaa
1433 Searle,
194.8 OPPenehts la 17.6
same thing holai true ih physical talent, you 'Move. to
develop it.
"1 tell my kids that at this point, you are here. Where will '
you be next year and where will the players you will be going
up against be next year? It's a question of who is Willing to
work the hardest and who has the most self discipline."
_ Hine said his defense will be much like the offense with
quite a bit of experience returning.
-"--AWItlilive (light or nine kids with quite a bit of defensive
experience. Some of them started but most of them were
strong backups and our backups got a world of experience
because of the injuries.
"There's plenty of room for other kids. It's completely
open as far as the starting positions are concerned. It's a
clean slate. Whoever does the best job will wind up there and
we're hoping to get a large turnout of young men for our
program next year," Hina added.
The program will get a good boost from this year's frosh
squad which though posting a3-3 record, had quite a bit of •
talent. - _
' "We feel like iielfhavi some Youngsters off the freshman
team who can help us on the-interior line and give us depth at
the. end positionsptrithtsecondari and in the backfield. '
"I think our freshman kids Came along quite well. I'd like
to say that I think my coaching staff of Rick Fisher, James
Pigg, Jerry Shelton-and Bruce Walker did a fine job In
helping me.
"I saw almost every siith and seventh grade intramural
gamest Murray Middle, every eighth grade game and every
freshman game and I really feel goad about what I saw. If
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Slow-Cooks with its own
,Stoneware Casserole.
New Simmer'N Cook
setting with GE Micro-
Thermometer'
Control lets you slow
cook foods all day
for extra moistness,
extra tenderness, tc\.














specrally desaped to a, .-; 100
1.4,cro-Thermo-










It e5(f5tarli4 w awe cookery
pie terms -and c4fers hu0dre,1
recipes too Over 450 iun-color •
tos drovtdIng easy-to-to+low. sleO 1,r
Step ,nstructIons and tested rec,pes
Murray Appliance Company is having a G. E. Microwave Oven Cooking school Tuesday Novem-
ber 15, 1977 at 7 o'clock in 'the W. 0. W. Hall on Maple Street. This school is being taught by a
 L Microwave expert, introducing all new in Microwave Cooking the new G. E. Microwave.
Be sure to attend.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMS, OWNERS
x12 EAST MAIN T. PHONE 153-1586
.- •
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Jo Jo White-Quits
Celts After 8th Loss
- By BOB-GREENE
AP SPoris Writer
Now, if the Boston Celtics
- could onirget Jo.% White to
retire every night. •
White, the Celtics' leading
scorer, quit the team Wednes-
day night after General Man-
ager Red Auerbach raided
out the team following its
•
5-5 Season For Tigers Not
,411, •
By MDCRBRANDON-
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was the last Week of July. There had been no spring
football practice and John Hina had about five weeks to
prepare his inexperienced Murray High team for their first
game of the season.
' "There were some long-time Murray High fans who told
me when we started practice ̀ coach, I don't see how you can
--game' andi have -to admit. I had some doubts when we
first started," Hina said. -
Somehow, Hina took a group of youngsters who had very
_little experience and frankly, not that much talent, and
- turned ttfem into a respectable ballclub which finished its
season at 5-5.
/ Even those who were liberal in their support of the Tigers
would have felt a 5-5 season would have been almost im-
possible for the club to obtain. When the Tigers reported for
practice, they had only one starter back from the 9-1 team of
1976.
.."This was the first wow we've.eveF had that didiet-p
through speft ard-ifiat Males them unique. In
adciitiop, we lost 25 seniors off last year's club so with all
those things thrown in together, our team this season had-ii
treiloendous challenge in front of it;" Irma said.
"They knew it would be an awesome challenge to come up
with a respectable season. I really felt there were three
games we really had no way of winning because all three had
more talent and more experience than we did," said Hine, in
referring to Mayfield, Heath and Caldwell Cou&y.
"The other, ,two games we lost I felt that with the right
situation; we could have won. If we'd had the people who
were inlured and not playing in those games and the„people
who were playing with injuries and weren't full strength, I
think we would have been 7-3. I really felt we could have won
-or last two, Tilghman and Todd Central:—
"Including the jamboree, we faced 11 schools and though it
didn't really count as a game, we actually beat six schools. I
think our pride and enthusiasm made us winners.
"We'll be losing 18 kids off this teani and certainly hate to
lose them. I'm quite proud of the job they've done and-I'm
sure the townspeople are too.
` ̀But the Monday_After our loss to Todd Cestr11,_ I had
team meeting and told my seniors that I wouldn't be much of
a coach if I didn"t start talking tothe sophomores and juniors
and I told the seniors that 'I need to start doing it right now,"'
•inaald
What about next year? Will there be a restoration of spring
- practice? Did the fact there was no spriiig practice thisBill Walton scored 27 points, Veteran Lou Hudson tallied
Maurice Lucas 21 and Bob 24 points to lead Los Angeles seastm make that mtich of a difference?
Gross 18 as Portland crushed over New Orleans. It was the Yes, it did. Although it can not be proven beyond a
-reasonable doubt, there is strong evidence that because of--Atlanta, handing the Haters: -Jazz' -1011i:tit- :--Catuieciitiie
Air
Viers 127, Ksicks 119
A fourth-quarter surge, led
by Joe Bryant and Doug Col-
lins, gave Philadelphia its
fourth straight victory. Collins
paced the 76ers with 30 points
while George McGinnis added
23 and Bryant had 19. -
Spencer Haywood and Jim
McMllliari scored 20 points
each for New York.ehlhth loss in nine games.
Thursday, - White- sitipped=7_ - Nets 91, Bulls -
practice and said he was " Darnell Hillman scored 311 •
retiring from the National points and rookie Bernard
Basketball Association. King added 27 as New Jersey
Friday night, White snapped a four-game losing
returned and scored 23 points streak by edging Chicago.
to lead the Celtics to a 109-103 - ,Artis Gilmore had 27 points
victory over the Buffalo and 26 rebounds for the Bulls.
Braves. Spurs 107, Pistons 104
"I have no regrets in quit- Mark Olberding's field goal
ting," White said. "Tempers and two free throws each by
flare. Things are said. I felt I Larry Kenon and George Ger-
had to make a decision. Nth -thetnal minute gave
"Perhaps what happened -ran-Mtanio its victory over
will help turn us liround. -I'm- Detroit. The- Spurs scored the
used to being a *inner: When game's • final-11i points, -
we were losing - and coming from a 104-101 deficft.
sometimes not even staying
close - I got frustrated." Kings 188, Warriors 105
It was the Braves who were Rookie Otis Birdsong scored
frustrated Friday as White re- four-points in the final 90 sec-
ceived help from rookie onds to lift. Kansas City over
Cedric -Cornbread" Maxwell, Golden State. Them Kings' •
who replaced John Havlicek vietarY anapPed a a "ame
hone winning streak_for_thethe starting lineup. Maxwell
finished with 21 points. Warriors, who were led by_
Rick Barry's 27"points.
Cavaliers 88, Bucks 82 SuperSonics 117, Pacers 111
Cleveland scored the first 12 Gus Williams and Fred
points of the third period, Brown scored 20 points each
bloating a 4947 lead into a..61, _as seattie overcame a as-point _
47 margin, then hung on to performance by Indiana's
beat Milwaukee. Adrian DantleY to defeat the
Walt Frazier paced Cleve- _paeergi ___marvin Webster
lands° baraacf anek With 16i - added 19 points for the Sonics
points. The Bucks were led by whge Ricky Sobers had 25 for
Junior Bridgeman's 20 points -tbe losers.
and Kent Benson's 19.
Trail Blazers 131, Hawks 92 -Akers 123, Jazz 197
•
only their second loss the mina Pre Ce 
1 ere were• i•
eight victories.   * Truck Robinson set a Jazz more injuries this yeaF.
Ji)rew peed the- Hawk sizgk &m r4- -by-  "SrmL is the, time of year _your_can stress  hindazornt41s
have any' ,. :With,24,pointa before a record gabbing 27 rebounds He also 
and techniques and Yet at the same time 4i
Atlanta crowd of 15,456. 21 points. pressure on you. We will always be trying to get spring
  practice back.
- "I totally support the state in limiting the number of days a
teamLeould-weriFin-the-spring, so as not to conflict with any
cdher-of-the-spring sports: -But once again, I think with nut
weather in Kentucky, we could have spring practice in
/12treliziturfor that fnatter; -theft -art even some-dayrin-
February where it's-nice enough to work outside. 
 -31g-think' it's wrong and I think it hurts theitids.-If they are
-going--to--limit footballi then -they shOnid put s
"limitations on the other sports," Hina added.
Injuries took great toll as 10 Tigers players fell by the
Wayside during the year.
Kyrile Catlett, an exceptionally quick senior defensive end,
was injured in the fourth game of the season and played no
more the rest of the year. Junior defensive back Bo Reed was
injured in the fourth game,atiff did not play the rest of the
season. Linebacker Terry Grogan missed the last six games.
Keith Farless, a fullback, missed the last four games,
tackle Mike Kurz missed most of the season, guard John
Denhiun missed the _last three .games, guard Jeff Kursave
missed six games, end Frank Gilliam missed two games,
kicker-linebacker Nicky Swift missed two games and
tailback Greftis Bumphis missed the last game and one half.
Take away half of those injuries and the. Tigers could
possibly have won two More games.
Aefor-As thereatillbe_17 lettermen-retuming.._-__
"Looking at the offense, we feel we'll be four deep at the
tackle positions and we shoillaTiii4e Toni guard's with 'ex-
perience. Our big hole will be at the end positions," Hine
said. -
"We feel very confident about our quarterback and center
and We'll have good depth at fullback and some experience at
tailback. We'll be making a lot of adjustments and really
looking closely at the personnel. '
"Overall, I think we'll have good size and if the kids are not
satisfied with sitting on their rears, they're going to have a




For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs




MONDAY or TUESDAY NIGHTS
between 6 and 9 pm
NOVEMBER 14 and 15th
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
$35 or MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
Simla will have Mors for kiddie-a 
Sans fact ion Guaranteed or Your Money Back
J AM „Southside
.4....
;,.. &Lake* Phone 75343t6.?5Anis. swum ic Aja) co. Mori.-Sat. 9-1530
—
STRONG FINISH Claude Johnion (23) of the Tigers come
on strong in the last two Tiger games, In the final two outings
subbing for the injured Grettis Ilonsphis, Johnson picked up 700
yards
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Munay Business News &let's
Noted Food Service Expert
To Address Restaurateurs
Ronald W. Plummer, a
noted foodservice
authority, will address
restaurateurs on -'Food -
Merchandising and Sales
Promotion" on Wed-
nesday, November 16, 1977,
at the Executive West
Hotel, Louisville. This






seminars have been ap-




The seminar is designed
-reataitratears
concrete tools With which
to build their business in
these times 'ibf economic
uncertainty. Plummer is
the sr. vice president and
director of Mandabach &
Simms, Inc., a leading
foodservice advertising,
marketing and public
relations agency in New
York and Chicago, andia
contributing marketing
editor for -Hospitality"
magazitm - • -
Those wishing to attend
this seminar should contact
either their restaurant
association or Steve Miller,
N.R.A., One IBM Plaza,
Suite 2600, Chicago, Illinois
60611, Tel.: (312) 707-2525. Ronald W. Plummer
Key Appointments Announced
At Fisher-Price Toys Operations
EAST AURORA, N.V. — Divisional distribution president of operations for
Key appointments in the manager. Hoeg in his new Marx Toys.
operations area of Fisher- position will continue to-
Price Toys have been have responsibility for all Hoeg, 2400 West Blood
announced by Henry -H. customs-related activity on Road, East Aurora-N. Y.,
Coords, president. a company-wide basis. joined Fisher-Price in 1964
and has had international
and domestic traffic and
purchasing experience.
From 1972-74 he was
Frank -Urbancic, for- 1;hvisionaI distribution
merly -manager of par- activities, which Hoeg has
chasing, has been named supervised, have now been
director of manufacturing, assigned to Daniel J. Sch-
with responsibility for mauss, manager or-managing director of
plant operations in the Iiivisional production Fisher-Price Toys Ltd. in
company's. four domestic control. the United Kingdom.
facilities and in twinplard.L.  Urbancic, 22 Anal) Hill
on the Texas-Mexico Road, Orchard Park, N. Y.,
border. has served Fisher-Price as.
_ Succeeding Frank Ur- plant manager of both. _
bancic as manager of Holland and Meclina (N.Y.)
purchasing is Jens F. facilities, and for a three-
Hoeg, prey ioualy year period was vice-
Sctunauss; 1351 Underhill
Road, East Aurora, N.Y.,
is- a 12-year -veteran of
Fisher-Price with varied
additionally as director of
information systems
Has heavy inflation before heading_Divisioiial
production and inventory




at both East Aurora and
Medina. He has served )
If your.. home or business burned down
'to:morrow," would your insurance. coverage.
—payfor-robiadingl...
Or, suppose iomeone is injured on your
property or by your car Could your liability
coverage handle .it if the injured person sued
you for, soy, '300,000 and won?
. To help hold down your insurance rates, are
you willing to self insure your-smaller losses
by taking higher deductibles?
You can't do much about inflation. But you
don't have to let it undermine your loss
protection Call us today for a thorough




Bel Air Shopping Ctr. -
Phone 753-4751
••••
Rely On Us For
Our team of experienced pharma-
cists strive for precision and accu-
racy in filling all prescriptions ...




1a4u 5pi - 753 8302
a
Prank Urbancic
All three managers will





Betty Albins Joins Wilson
Real Estate Agency Here
Wayne Wilson, Owner,
and Ron Talent, Real
Estate Manager, happily
announce that  Bettye Albip
has joined the Wilson Ins. &
Real Estate AgencY,
as a REALTOR. - --
Bettye is married to Dr.
Marvin Albin, who is
Assistant Professor of
LARRY D. WRIGHT has
been promoted to vice-
president and branch
manager of Security
Federal Savings and Loan
Association, Murray
Branch, according to Reid
Hearn, executive vice-
president of Security
Federal. Wright had been
branch manager of the
Murray firm He is a
graduate of Murray State
Uhiversity and was em-
ployed as assistant vice-
president of the Bank of
Dalton. Ga., for 3'2 years.
For the last Near he has
served as a loan office for
Security federal of
Mayfield. Mc. Wright. 'hi
. wife, Gail, anstson, Jason,
now reside in Farmington,


















Bettye and Marvin reside
in Canterbury Estates.
The .Wilaen InSurance &
Real Estate •Agera'y7Ine.,
located at 202 So. 4th St.,
welcomes Bettye to their
staff and encourages her
friends and acquaintances




her Bachelor of Arts
degree from the University
•of Kentucky. Before
becoming a REALTOR she
had been employed as a
secretary and teacher.
Bettye is a member of
the First United Methodist
Church,- -the Murray-





of University Women, and




$225,000 Worth Of Bonds
Ray Brownfield,
chairman of the Calloway
County U.S. Savings 13onds
Committee, reports that
citizens of Calloway county
placed 6225,527 in Savings











Bonds at issue price)
amounted to $6.013 billion
for the January Sep-
tember period of 1977. The
cash value of Series E and
H Savings Bonds and
Freedom Shares out-
standing reached an all







daughter of Mrs. Irene
Garrison of 514 South 13th
Street, Murray, ond the
late Toy Garrison, has
been appointed assistant
vice-president of the loan
department of Home
Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Atlanta,
Sue-Z-Q's Beauty Salon Opens In Dixieland Center
Sue-Z-Q's Beauty Salon
has recently been
welcomed into the local
business community.
Sue-Z-Q's, located in the
Dixieland Shopping Center
on Chestnut Street, is
owned and operated by
Suzette Vaughn and
carries the Dermetics and
by Bill Boyd
Even if you're over ten years of age, you can still
start on your million.. open a savings account with
us.
Sassoon line of products.
Mrs. Vaughn is married
to Jackie Vaughn who is co-
owner of Vaughn's
Plumbing and the couple
has one daughter, Gidget, a
pupil at Carter -Elemen-
tary. The family resides at
420 S. 9th St.
Beauticians in the salon
It is thought that the youngest
Amerrean -̀ ever to edrn a
million dollars <Vas Shirley
Temple. As a child actress,
she was worth over $1 million
before she was ten years old:
Member FDIC
Brownfield reminds the
citizens that Savings Bonds
can help „solve their
Christmas problems. He
suggested that each of us
give U. S. Savings Bond-
s.-..the gift that grows. They
are available at all banks
together with a free gift
envelope.
JUDY JOHNSTON is a
new sales person at
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
1200 Sycamore Street,
Murray. Mrs. Johnston has
attended classes in real-
estate marketing, -ad-
vertising mortgas finan-
cing, law. arid conir'icti.
- She is a graduate of South
Marshall High School and
for the past five years has
\worked in her own
bbsines, J. &R. ,Marble
Company, located in,Har-
din. She has been a mem-
ber of the Hardin Baptist
Church for the past Seven
-leer§ where she-
ved as secretary of the
Sunday School, as Junior
Sunday School teacher,
and as president of the
Ladies Circle. She is
married to Pat Johnston
and they reside on Hardin
Route One. They have
two daughters, Rhonda,
junior at Marshall County
High :School, and Johnda,
eighth grade student at
South Marshall Junior
High SchooL
include Edith Sledd and a graduate of Ezell's




Businessman 's Choice For Fine Printing"






















4As Sales As'sociate _
Bill Rayburn, 33, of
Murray, has joined the
staff at Kopperud Realty as






our firm," Kopperud said.
'We feel he will be a very '
valuable asset to our of-
fice."
Rayburn, son of Mrs.
Jo Nell Bataan, IS a 190,
graduate of Murray
College High and a 1966
Graddiate ofititeray ,State:
University where he
received a B. S. Degree in
Business Administration.
Following -graduation, Bill
was employed for 11 years
with PPG Industries, Inc.
as a- Sales Representative
and Branch Manager in
locations throughout the
south. His assignment




He is married to the
former Jan Waldrop,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Waldrop of Murray.
The Rayburn's have two
children, Jennifer, age 7,




the Kentucky Real Estate
Commission. Kopperud






safeguard .your biggest invest;
ment with a compreherksive. one-
premium Homeowner's ttolicy. In-
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Let's Stay Well
Aspirin And Its Substitutes
tammophen. It is also sold1Sy Blasiingame. MD. , under --Several trade
names, such as Tylenol,0. Mr. A. P. writes to ask, liotyit vAtta4.0., and 
Sixth Carter Administration Nominee Withdraws Post Bid
'the use of aspirin
Liquiprm. It lacks the an-substitutes which he has-
tirninflattimatory benefit.sseen advertised as suppos-
H. derived from eApirin but is
ediv superior to aspirin" —less irritating to the stom-has joint aches and chronic
ach. Acetaminophen helpsback pain, and he has to
to relieve fever. This drug
use something 
off
 and Ult-tU-- Is usually, more expensivekeep reasonably comfort-
than aspirin, b)ttnome sav-
ings are possiblP when it isA. Advertising came! _
paigns _panr_hoiight by the igepoogr.
able. —
killers are-often confusing n41:11e-raLhe4 t'1324--4Y---br-and
to. the average person,
About $700 million are
spent each year by Ameri-
cans for this type of drug,
and these sales lead to
efforts to sell one brand or
class of medicine over
another.
The most popular and
widely used drug is aspi-
rin. It is relatively safe,
_ tolerated well--by, _ most
.userS, and.chiap-Ceztain
brand names- are more
costly but are claimed to
be put in tablet form and -
mixed with other ingred-
, lents .,which encourage
ready breakdown so that
relief is more prompt.
_ The pharmacological ac-
tions of aspirin are far
from simple. It has an anti-
inflamatory effect which is
beneficial in certain forms
Of arthritis. Also, it acts to
make the blood platelets
less sticky so that clotting
ig slowed. Aspirin can pro-
long bleeding-It also re-
duces fever.
When taken into .an
empty stomach, some irri-
tation leading to distress
may be noted. This can be
lessened by swallowing a
moderate amount of water
when taking the- tablets-or--
a small amount of
other food. Such irritation
is lessened if taken after
meals.
Certain persons are al-
lergic to aspirin and have
to avoid it The most se-
rionsseaction is difficulty
In breathing that comes on




taminophen are safe when
taken in recommended
doses but can be dangerous
in overdoses. For persons
who cannot tolerate aspi-
rin, acetaminophen often








laws, is the sixth top Carter
administration nominee not to





Friday after a California
agency announced plans to
sue him in connection with an
alleged scheme to launder
campaign funds.
Mendelsohn requested the
withdrawal, but said he was
doing so only to free him to
seek exoneration in Califor-
nia.
Interior Secretary Cecil An-
drus said he was confident
Mendelsohn would be cleared
and-would ask for his renomi-
nation.
Mendelsohn is the fifth top
Carter appointee to have his
nomination withdrawn.
A sixth nominee, nuclear
engineer Kent Hansen, was
refused a post on the Nuclear
Regulatory Comrnission when
a Senate committee decided
he lacked administrative ex-
perience.
The nominations withdrawn
earlier included Theodore C.
Sorensen, to head the Central
Intelligence Agency; Kenneth
S. Axelson, as the No. 2 man in
Abs, Treasury Department:. 
George S. Vest, as am-
bassador to Pakistan, and Don
Tucker, to the Civil
Aeronautics Board.
Sorensen faced stiff Senate
opposition over his handling of
classified information during
the Kennedy administration.
Axelson said his post might
ADMITTED TO BAR-tn special swearing in ceremonies -before -the Kentucky
Supreme Court, Frankfort, David Buckingham of Murray was admittett to_the Via-dice
-of taw in -the- CommonwealthAuckingham, son ofeMr. and Mrs. Buddy Buckingham,
1717 Magnolia Drive; is a grastuate of Mutray High School, Murray State University, and
ge-Totiln-anaintr Uiij.55iJ14-9044-11-5341le I A WNIX9Pkl'A 1,q111C. -.the44 _t1"00:114.e.I.Pegree-"11"4"
not be nsei--
The other- widely. used
drug for mild pain is ace-
Buckingham is_ninke associatediwith-the Max Pa-tkellavfli-m; fourth and Maple Streets,
Murray, in the general practice of law. Congratulating Buckingham is -Martha Layne
Collins, Supreme Court Clerk of Kenticky, who administered the oath of of4ce.
conflict with an investigation
of his former employer, the
J C. Penney Co. Tucker's
nomination was withdrawn
after senators began ex-
ploring his financial dealings.
Vest, a career diplomat,
later was named an assistant
secretary of state.
A seventh nomination may
be in trouble. Civil rights
groups say Irby Turner Jr.,
nominated to the board of the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, worked to keep
Mississippi schools from being
integ arted, anti -a-Seilate-
subcommittee has agreed-to-
‹lelay confirmation- until the .
allegation can be investigated.
Asked about the allegation
Thursday, President Carter
said he would look into the
matter
In the Mendelsohn case, the
California Fair Political Prac-
tices Commission said it





The commission said the
suit names MendeLsohn, a 1974
campaign committee and five
other individuals.
The conunission said $26,500
was illegally laundered before
it was funneled into Men-
delsohn's unsuccessful cam-
"Deign for state cdhtroiler
that "a conspiracy to cover up
the true source of the money
still exists."
Commission Chairman
Daniel Lowenstein said his
agency, however, did not
conclude Mendelsohn was
part of a conspiracy or that he
had knowledge of the true
source of the 826,500.
In a lengthy personal state-





1 legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE




SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) -
The 167 men seemed to blend
into the crowd for the
- --.3/eterans Day parade. But.
what set them apart - and
held them together - was the
"blue ribbon around each
man's neck with the nation's
highest award for courage in
battle - the Medal of Honor.
The men, gathered in San
Jose for a semi-annual
meeting of the Medal of Honor
Society, watched Friday's
parade and also took part in it.
They rode in a collection of
convertible automobiles,
smiling and wavrrig to -lite
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----COME
CANDY
eight-block route of downtown-.-
streets. -
Thomas A. Pope of
Woodland Hills, Calif., the
first Army melt to receive the
medals World War I, was
delighted with the response of
-young-people in the crowd.
apatriot, and if we can
get the kids to think -right
abliliWCouritry, gbtflir
to be a better country," Pope__
skid.
Although the federal legal
hididay was-arieried-Oct. 24
many groups throughout the
naficin field -Vetere/if -Day -
activities lin the
Nov. 11 date.
It was an especially memo-
rable- day for- the men who
_were .gtvfll2thi. natiptil
highest military honor by
Congress for risking- their
lives in combat "beyond the
call of duty."
Medal recipients, including
61-year-old Leonard A. Funk
of Pittsburgh, said the award
had benefits other than a
feeling of pride.
"It changed my life com-
pletely," said Funk, a retired
- --Veterans- Administration
worker who had been cited for
his participation in the Battle
of-the Bulge Jan. 29, 1945.
But Phil C. Katz, who will be
90 next month, was less
moved. "It'sjust something I
did," he said.
What lie did, in fact, was
climb out of a trench in the Ar-
gonne on Sept. 28, 1918. Dod-
ging heavy German machine
gun fire, he went to rescue his
wounded buddy, Phil Page.
When Page told him to go,
back, Katz recalled that he re-






(I HOPE sA)itRE Nar
mAxiNG A MISTAKE. AND





















VWHERE 15 THIS BANGALLA.
1 PLACE WE'RE YOU'L.L
GOING "TO 2 LOVE, IT,0,
11P-
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dragged Page to safety.
Page later returned the fa-
vor, managing Kats's aic-
cessful campaign-for-the San-
Francisco Board of Super-
visors.
Medal winner Maj. Jim
Taylor, 39, remains on active
duty as executive officer for






Issued - 73 -citations and in-
mitigated 24 accidents in
Calloway County during
October, according to a
recently released report from
Trooper Richard Wright, a .
publie-informaticer officer-for
Post L
Stet" poll see also issued " 33-
- warnings -tering -the mundir-
. and arrested three motorists
and charged them with
driving while intoxicated.
- In -the Foal-area, Wright
said, state police logged
'107,074 '
. -State-Pollee-during-the
-month wrote 1,717 citations,
issued 633 warnings, con-









To Meet On Tuesday
The Kentucky State Council
of the International Reading
Association will hold Its first
meeting of the year on
Tuesday, November 15, at six
p.m. at Trigg County
Elementary School. .
Teachers will be given time
after the format_ meeting to
make their own nisterials. All
supplies will be made
available (paper, markers,
laminator, etc.) to those who
attend. Each one is urged to
attend to get some new ideas
and make some new materials





















































































25 Lets fall 39 Fora prong
27 Space 40 Public
11 Compass between vehicle
point houses (slang)
1.6 Ftne powder 30 Votes 41 Spanish for
18 Sharpen 31 Part of "river"
20 Secondary Pump -.42 Large tub
planets 33 Hurried 43 Macaw
21 Fashions 34 Painful 44 Things, in
22 Greek letter 38 Encounters law
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C ri "AY • ". •
FREDMART wd wife, BEAUTON HART Plaintiff, ----- -
VERSUS TERRDBOGERS and iiiite,tot.A
ROGERS, DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, COM--4
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, and CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY Defendaht.
• NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the 28th of October
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Four, Thousandriuelituld Forty Eight and 60/100
- (4,548.10)Dollars,-with interest at the-rate of seven per
cent per initum_froin the 14th day of July 1971 tuitil
paid,and its cost therein I shall-proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House -door in the eity-hl Murray, Ken-
tue-kg, to theldgbesi bidder, It public atAion on the
28th day of November 1977, at 1:00 O'clork p. m„ or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the Tollowinir
described property, to-wit:
Beginning at the North edge of the Hazel-South
Pleasant Grove Road and at the East edge-of Grantors' -
tract from which this conveyance is taken; thence Nor-
th and along these Grantors' East line 232 feet to a
stake; thence West 100 feet to a stake; thence South 232
feet to the North edge of said road; thence East and
along the North edge of said-toad 104 feet to the point of
beginning. "EXCEPT: A driveway easement on the
West Side of the above described tract."
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L -
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1. Legal Notice 1 legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE ,CQM,MONWEALTH - OF, KENTUGKY.
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT:
MID-STATE HOMES, INC. Plaintiff, VERSUS LINDA
CHATMAf9, BILL CHATMAN, "Ant . FRIENDLY
FINANCE AD INVESTMENT Defendant. -
•*, By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Callciway Circuit Court rendered at the October 28th
Term -thereo(1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Fifty Two Hundred Eighty Five and no/100 (5,285.00)
Dollars, with interest at the rate of eight per ctrfltper
---:.!Itimitta'1teijiinni until paiir a/4M csAi therein 7
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
-in the City of Murray,1Centnelty, to the highest bidder;
at public auction on the 28th day of November, 1977, at
1:00 O'clock p. m., or thereabout, upon a credit of 30
days, the following described property, to-wit:
Lots 56 and 57, Unit H of Kentucky Lake Develop-
ment Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3 at Page 21 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. This is a
- part of the same property which Smithwood Develop-
ment Corp., Inc. obtained title to by deed dated Sep-
tember 7, 1968 from Kentuclgt.tg, Development Car,
poration, Inc. and recorded In Dead Book-138, Page 64
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
...Pits being thesonle:.ProPertY.07nYCYed to.Lincia Chat-
man by -deed dated- lune 30, 1969 from Srnithwood
• 'Development Corporation, Inc.' and recorded in
Calloway County Clerk Office in book 141, page 19.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities bearing legal interest
• , Ironithe day of sale, untilpgid. and having the force
. 1 and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
• comply promptly with these terms.
_Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway CircuitCourt
2 Notice 2. Notice
• COLOR PORTRAITS 
• WHAT WE DO best is
bring aa yours. for extra' care. Needline, 753.4333.
copies Made from an
• * size into any size.
; Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
• x10-s40:' Fast service.
• Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
yslon•rs free„,„_parising_.
lot, use our rear en-
trar:ee. -
WHERE IS Paradise? Is
-. Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not-i-vdiera--
- •is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and
any other questions that
ight-Aulase.-theciLike.:
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
people, The Holy 'BMW











Hoknan Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
5. Lost And Found
LIST MALE-part
--Pberdie, - part sheepdog.
-Fred Faughn &i collar;







Paris, Tn., 74 p. ffl.
CIYOKS, fountain, car
hops._ Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky.
SOMEONE TO CLEAN
house once a week.
MUST have references.
Cali 7594049 after 5 p.m.
...0.111•10111.11••••••••••1. •••••
SUN DEMOCRAT is
• looking for carrier in










addressed - , - stamped
env elope to Fischer







MISSING ONE male blue
tick hound 4 years old.
351aLa,grind hnotingshig„..
but a little boys pet.
Reward. Call 436-2294.
WHY PAY RENT when you cnn own this fur-
nished 12 x 60 mobile home. on large beautiful lot
plus additional family room, screened porch.
carport, and outside storage-Only ;12,000.
WANT AN INEXPENSIVE home in town? It's at
413 N. 6th St. Aluminum siding. exterior, natural
gas heat, fireplace, cititside,itorage, garden spot,
- and redone -interior. All on large lot-only
$16,700.
WANT A-GOOD small invistinent?' This earner
lot in.Canterbury Estates in neighborhood of fine
homes is it--Onty$6,31).
The Nelson Shroat REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
Lots, lots, everywhere and oh how time does fly.
Don't put off till spring - now is the time to buy.
In Murray: located on Oxford Drive in beautiful
Canterbury Estates. This lot is ideal for that
split-level house. Priced at 97,900.
At Pine Bluff Shores: five commercially
designated lots. All five for only $9,000.
In Keniana: approximately a half acre of land
with abeautifulview. Ttreselois_are in ai:estric-
ted development with community water
available.
At Aurora: located in Cambridge Shores an ex-
cellent building lot. Only $1,500 so act now!
At Cabana Estates in Henry Co., Teen.: Three
wooded building lots with the view of the lake.
This is an established subdivision with year
round homes located there.
At Ken Shores Estates: Twelve lake front lots
ranging in size from % acre to one acre. All are
HUD registered.* Financing is available. •(0b-
tai the HUD property report from developer
and read it before signing anything. HUD neither
approves the merits of the offering nor thevalue.




• 505 Main Street
.__,..1 
Murray -
- Pam Rodiera 753-7116- Brice Ratterree 753-5921
Linda Drake/53-0192 Bob Rodgers 753-7116'
' 'Tim Graves436-2321-- - Roy Folsom 7534857 ..
Y
WANTED BABYSITTER
in my home, 5 days a







See Roy Harmon, next




Girls to call on
telephone from 9
till ?. Must have
own transportation.
$2.50 per hour. Call













solidation. Some • 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-







surgical, X-ray and cobalt,
other extended benefits. NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays in oddition to
ol other inswance. For fur-
ther information see Moine
Wilson err 702 Isaieb 4f r
call 753-3263.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
wood _stove, .Etkih .Bis- 
Clean-2 bedroom in 
SPORTSMEN
zell, 753-4418. excellent HUNTE
- condition. ..0 R
96,500. Then rent the RS - I haveofie
large private lot with all trained female 'white
improvements for $45.00 and 4.1.40.1e PoioWL-age
. a month. See Steve - 3 Yearn. her sire nati,_
Bailey, one we °dim _ champion. Also her' 2
N. or call 753-9908. Young female pointers
agb.J.Whonths grown in
Wig, broke to gun, easily
handled, well started in
field. Champion breed.
1t74 ITILLCREST trailer
by Skyline. 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath: Just Will sell each Kt.__ carpeting -throughout.
_like new srittLexeellent _ reasonable offer. O._ Q. Priced right to -sell
-floor plan. Partially Wilson, 753-3536- quickly. Act now. Call or
furnished with washer,  come by 105 N. 12th.,STOVE ROAIMS-42" '1411!-G.E!,st_ F)e&trie.air • :,natural
33" Art&T. 'lined. Other - hockey -fable, WiiInut gas heat and central-dr-
sizes available. Beale finish. Like new. Ideal conditioning. Ready to
Hardware, 214 Main. Christmas gift. $150. move in at Riviera Cts.
-Call-Jeanaie erg:tendon-, - gotiple is -moving out-ef-
DEWALT (700) 8 inch 753-7709 after 3:30. • town .must sell. For SATURDAY, NOVEM-
G PC
Southside Shopping








901 Sycamore Moira", Ky.
JUST LISTED - In-
- vestment Property. . an
apartment building . .
five apartments plus 2
garage7-40ilnents. -
Excellent location -
zoned B-2. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
Purdom & %rumen




14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1•442-19•18 or after k---449-8sis• •
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758 or 753-5862.
15 Articles For Sale
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00
Juk delivered. Call 753-








'11'16*cilA"DnFeworinfonnatiehreasonabliAeeauprrcmel...L. just ri1:30-35:marhd-AineFile". soro tein:
7737.











Said, size 5, $_3._stt _Cali_ HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
7594166. 
_Needle-nit Center, South-iii4 MOittLE HOME, -3inth_ Street IP Fox bedroom, - baths,
26 TV Radio
ZENITH T.V. SALE
Trade now and save All
color T.V.'s bought
between now and
rfulatm- as get free 1
Sissons
Zenith Sales and Set,
vice, 18 miles West of




27. Mob.le Home Sales
ROOM APART- INCOME PROPERTY -
fireplace. Call 753-4645 Don't hesitate. Op- 
EN.Hak 114E BENEFITSMENT at 505 Vine. Established business in
after 12 noon 





, decorated, 3, 2.
L retta 
-42--
THE NELSON SNROAT CO. 
miles from Murray.
REALTORS 
There's a sunken living - ,
Uncle Jeff s 
all gold appliances.
room, formal dining -.-
area, eat-in kitchen with
Brick outside storage
NICE TIVE___.-119Q10.011.ch 
building and electricShopping Canter






e * house. Call 753- GOOD SIX ROOM home, 
7534222 ,for halftime,-
home. Partry fitini- shed. 464. ".
cempeteat real estate
Ready for occupancy. 
shaded lot. Near 




garage, central air. 75' x
225' lot. ZOO ft. off High-
way 280. $6500. Call 436-
2733 after 4 p.m.
- WARM MORNING Lp Meaddwg, now has
gas heater, 65,000 BTU. Paternayan Tapestrjr-
$125. Call 753-0089 after 4 Yarns in stock, also
p.m. Paternayan 3 Ply
Persian.
OLD VARNISHED baby coun 
Materials
stitch, cross
bed, _ also table with stitch, crewel, and floss
sewing machine bottom. - embrodery,
Call 753-4862 after 4 p.m. Latch hook in 28
ONE LINCOLN welder,
$100. One acetylene
cutting torch, 2 tanks,
$100. Two compartment
ice cream freezer, $25.
Sears wheel barrow, $15.





TWO END TABLES arid 1
Coffee table, chrome and
glass. All three for 875.
Call after 5 753-7567.
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and










MUST SELL 1974 Atlantic
mobile home, 12 x 65, 3







36 for Rent Or lease
FOR RENT
OR LEASE
-1200 sq. ft. warehouse
space with office and
bath-Chat driveway
and loading ramp.
Rear South 4th and











38. Pets - Supplies






lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
FOR SALE-maternity 60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-
einthelt SiZP 5. Call(753- . 60 lb. Wing arrows. .Call
2329. 7534682.-
32. Apartments For Rent 22111011111 43 Real Ectate
34. Houses For Rent
1707 OLIVE.-3 bedroom,
2 bath house. Couple's
only. No pets. $200







Corn- sumV IPS7Thive 
ax
plelely - it breihrnY mefe --Intulatkinafter I"L call 453-4329 ' 7roRm42:Bi4g
Call 759-1792. 
e°2JohlGisiendtanale•3S rl bled' lRoad.._ .kcirearafo. ).everbeen used' $125. Son of Cheyanne 1972 12 x 80 Fifth Avenue,
grarwithallufgegualehter -ufS44--171";-- Ixtbedrimnr.ra nice  calleen"153-328-08ir-: 7 h°rnissesEalc:Iwomens-1Geitlen.'-illejothingre-:
Tilewood for 115' •
OAK AND HICKORX,_____Tbar..shoukLproduee_s. bef
ore 5 or 4384824 after - -sae 14:-Mor
6.
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
BUY A POULAN chain
saw now, receive ab-
solutely free 1 gallon of
bar and chain oil and 8















Sell your own Property you riverboat gambler you
and
Invite possible burglar into your home
Have people over at all times day and night
Answer the phone day and night
Hove curiosity seekers in yew hone.
Ask too mach for your Ii....
Ask too little for poor home.
Try and answer legal Questions about selling
Listen to criticism about your home
Spend your own money advertising
OR
Let The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Screen and qualify buyers. -
Keep out the window shoppers
Mole suggestions as to 110. to mate your property more saleable
Suggest a loir market price
Handle all details from -listing your property to handing you check
when your sale is closed.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 9r/59-1716
Helpmg people is our butanes%
medium ranging.
manageable dog. They
are beautiful pups. 7














P4ono• nme4 awl menned ere *
vers. De lee sir my iorarett We 11
.sf•Eiskia.








sizes, all densities. Cut.
tolyso_ur specs. West Ky. 
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
_Avenue 753-6767.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
THREE BEDROOM
trailer, Lynn Grove,







stove and dryer, electric
washer, office desk and
two small desks, childs
MOBILE HOES_ bed and dresser, old dish
- -- c-cabinet, bed frame,Mobile he' spaces for upright putriu Two rugs.
arRrvierli  Call 753-3280. Other items. Call 753-
3292.
32. Apartmcnts For Rent
FURNISHED APT. for










List Your Property With Us
SOS Main St. 7S3-0101





CUCUMBERS 13 For 1 ®
1)75
  18 Lls. Rog th)
  181b Bog
375
From the Texas Valley State end Government Inspected
Can buy From BILL JONES 3055. 12th
CUSTOM MADE
MATTRESS for antique
• beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wkes
West Ky. maltreat and
Furniture 1116 South















Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
course. Three bedroom brick home with many
extras including fireplace, full basement which
is ideal for workshop- or recreation room, at-
tached garage and breetrway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in the low 30's. Additional





George Gellepber 753-9129 Geri Anderson 753-7932
Narrylettersee 492-4302 Nil Koppervel 753-1222
Bill llajliurn 753-4414
SELDOM-Seldom are
we able to_ offer such
value-a practically
new 3 bedroom brick
only minutes to town on
641 N. This quality home
offers you the best in




brick on a 94 x 208 lot. 2
enclosed porches, ex-
ceptionally neat, well-
kept home on Wiswell
Rd. Priced in the 20's.
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.




INC., has helped to solvii
your real estate needs.
for over 25 years. If yon
are a buyer or a seller
and we can be of service
to you please call 753-
3263 anytime. Our










12th. Street 1 lot from
Main Street. Ideal
location for restaurant,
or any retail business.
'This is -a 137-' a 143' lot,
prime business location --
Phone Koppered Realty,
-71014-, m- goal -753424 for 









-Enjoy the-heatlly-titthe golf course -from your •
own window. This immaculate 3 bedroom home
has 2 baths, wall to wall carpet, lovely drapes, 2
c r. garage, central heat and air. Onlarge lot, 125
z 220. Washer and dryer included with sale. This
property Is in perfect condition. Less than a mile
from city limits. Priced ira 40s.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL-ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753:7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie 753-5122
EXECUTIVE SALES
Large well established company expanding in
Western Ky. 'area offers outstanding career op- ,
portunity to several responsible individuals.
Business and professional sales experience





'Be Of Good Character And Preferably Married





•Recognition For Individual Efforts & Results
*Training Program
'Advancement Opportunities




Mr. Tom Graham or
Mr. Phil Walker
Monday, November 14, 1977 Between 4 p m to 9
p.m.
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.41/10 X M 31E3b
ACRES for sale near
Ketstueisy-Lake. Priced
ANN3lef -
-wanti to sell hist- Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-








- recent iy been
redecorated and
backyard has large
garden area. This is an
unequaled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
,phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. We are working
--hard -to prrivide the .best
possible service to you.
WALKING DISTANCE
FROM MSU - 1
bedroom brick, 2 baths -
carpeting, drapes;
electric heat pump with
air conditioning, family
room with fireplace,
. dishwasher, disposal, 20
x 22 concrete patio, 12 x





44. lots For Sale
TWO CANAL FRONT lets
Rotunda, Fla. Paired
street, water and sewer.




46. Homes For Saie
IMMACULATE FOUR
bedroom home, wall to
carport




46. Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
on 34 acre lot with small
__horn. Located bknib_ci...






Located on Quail Creek
Driirt in Gatesborough.
--Three bedrooms, 2
baths; large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
_brick home with liviog 1972 ELECTRA 225, full WILL RA: „11
room, kitchen, dining power and air. Four  DRIVEWAY gravel or
room, 2 lAths' 11414- (1°" hardtop. Call 474-
 II " '-tslAtislE- WAS. WAINER CF!0141•41
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call- 753-4763double car girage -2771 -after 5 p. _
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CUSTOM
-DELUXE 10. . $217
CHEVY
PICKUP





but hi miles. Tan with
brown vinyl
upholstery. Retail






51 Services Offered 51. Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
GUTTERING BY Sears,now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free Sears continous gutters
-40.11r, installed- pfkr year..estimates'', 
it* ' -specifications:- ----esti-needs.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.FOR YOUR septic* tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
-PAINTING, INTERIOR.,
exterior. Also dry wall





437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
South 11th. On large





Priced in 29's. Call 753-
8726 after 5 p.m.
BY OWNER-2, bedroom
'remodeled house on 1
acre. Has nice rich
garden place. Come by
at Joe Hortin, Route 3,
130x 119, off of„Highway- 
E. 94. Behind, Whites
CamperSales.
m.  MA`413E V1W644344-- .38ME ATTENTICthr-ro WHAT t 1-IAVE "Ta A '1970 MODEL In-
ternational pickup 50 Campers 
51 Serv ces Offered. 
truck. Call 753-4669 or
come see George Hodge,
205 South 5th.
1867 CADILLAC De Ville:
All power, good shape.
Call 753-3557.
1976 SCOUT II XLC,
35,000 miles. Many
extras. Call 759-1447.
NICE TWO BEDROOM 
house with aluminum 
siding and carpeted. --and air. M. Call 753-
Located on South .11th. • 0225 before 5:30. ,
Cheap. Call after-von 
753-3336 or 753-6278 or 1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
753-2658. •cylinder, engine, 3
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GRAND PRIX; low
mileage; anfaiiner: Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent buy. Call 753-
433L 
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
Thornton Tile
Niarbe
' 'Quality That Will Please.'
612 Sc. 9th 753-5719
Reduced to $18,000.00 is this four room cottage at
the mouth of Blood River. Price includes all
basic furniture. Fireplace,_ enclosed garage,
screened porch, beautiful view.
• Sweet and low is the five room house on Dr.
Douglas Road. House and approximately Pi
acres can be bought for $16,500.00 OR if you want
more land, for only $4,000.00 more you can buy,
an additional five to six acres.
Edna gniett 753-411111 Alma Reggae* 753-2477 --
San, Kinglet 753-4910 Lela NOON 753-11091
Patsy Fain 753-6370 Pat Armstrong 436-2174
' •
4 Ray Roberts 436-66611
412 South 12th St. - 753-1651
speed. Good condition.
$1200. Call after 5:30,
-436-5344.
Mt MAZDA. ILX3,' white
station wagon. Four
  $660. Call 753--
4700.
.-..... • 
1968 GMC truck for sale.
call TM%
nU4r-5-
1972 FORD LTD. Maroon
with white vinyl top.
Two door. Call after 4,
753-3894.
1966 CHEVROLET
pickup truck and 1972
Buick Ltd. Call 753-8410
after 5 p.m or see at 502
Sena) 1101.





1973 BUICK Electra, 4
door. AM-FM radio. Call
753-4445.
1976 24' SELF CON-
TAINED air, awning,




both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
- fall prices on.• new 78
models' and be react/for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
-1961 GMC truck, six
cylinder, 2 ton. 1973
Grand Prix, tilt wheel,'
-- 1andastop;CalI753-3454-
1973 MAVERICK, $1500.
Call 474-2392 after 5 p.m.








shape. 1975 CB 200T
Honda motorcycle. Call
435-4413.
1974 GMC pickup 'With-
new radial tires, air and
power with or without










department at 1-24 and
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
522-8507.
- •
1976 GRAND PRIX.; low-
mileage, one owner. Tilt
• Wheel, ...leaden-Lion.
excellent buy. Call 753-
4331.--




high heat and - cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor












ficient service. NO job


































Company Inc. Air con-









steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
• has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in • the professional




*Engine Repair Parts • •Tires and Batteries
.Tune-Up Items . *Other Items
-- 'Helmets and Accessories
Come by and see our lines of ports and ac-
cessories
6th & Walnut Street
f Across From The Bus Statt
Murray, Ky.
. Hours: 9:00-5:30 Tues.-Sat
„.
In Our Opinion
This 2 bedroom home is one of our best buys for the
money. Maintenance free aluminum siding, dry basement
(pt•rfect playroom), carpeted, 2 car garage_located On
Large lot only 2 mdes from town. All of this and only
priced in the low 520's. Want to keep your cost down?
You can do it here!
After Hours .
Loretta lob,- 753-6079
Helen Spann - 7534579
Payne • 753-9794 •
Brenda Ione' n14668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
• Tatty Johnston 4374446
'LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or _land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves-
Only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




Steam clean one room at
8 Cents per sq ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4:10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 75313.15.
NOW OPEN STARKS and
Young Body Shop. Will
do body Work for dealers








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone • day or
night-442-7026.
• GOT THOSE NO
DOWNPAYMENT BLUES?
WILL DO BABYSITTING_
in my home. From 7 till
5 p.m. Phone 753-5152.
- AIR COMPRESSORS




FREE TO GOOD HOME
3 year old Lhapso Apse.
Good family pet. Call
436-2235.
ONE GREY AND .WHITE
male kitten, 12 weeks
old, and orange female
cat. Call-7534994.
ONE BLACK MALE
kitten, 6 weeks and one
black and white female
- kitten, B weeks old. Call
753-8761.
• Moro art several programs available thrv the Veterans Adatinistrutlen, The Farmers Nome Administration, FHA
HUD that requires little or no down payment. If you qualify there is an mew for you to continue building your landlords
equity in his property. We are knowledgeable of these progra$. ads'. happy to help you select the program that you
qualify for, We oho have homes ter selelhatisalify for theserproppona- if year. interested in maim twarleern home
please cult Watt be happy to help.
- PAYMENT MUER!
This Wane, *alp 1½ Meeks west of MSU, hsu 2 apart-
talents to help Enke the paposeats. The bones fertvriss 3
bedrooms, email locoed firs wed Ws 01 *Weir
area. Ilse backyard is feared *Oh rides wee. Omer
leaving arid wants to sell soon, so call and let vs show
you this quality beet Yuma. $49,3110.00.
MOW IT MANSION
Thin lovely home at 1322 main features a very spapips
first floor with 2 bedrooms, hath,foretel dining resat,
living room, will fIrsplissw, sue poqiii; and 1 bedrown-
also has another fireplace. bore* Sid tress stand on the
-axtre large Fat-Sma_ANIRin _figmitteNti. "Fru*
PENS 2 AS
North of Penny. 3 bodies. ..J! bath. Hardwood floors
t partially carpeted. 624 ft. highway frontage. Storm
doors and windows. Owner Waring Ky. Only $23,1100.
DISTINCTIVE STYLING
Lynn Wood Estates ea 121 Se. 3 bestrewn t 2 baths.
Fireplace, control heat and air. Double germ,* and out-
side storage. All built-in kitchen. formal dining room.
Wall to wall carpet. Price redniced.
Price reduced on this 4 bedroom brick with 2 car at
tacked garage. Has 7 enclosed porches, formal dining
room, lots of closet space. Situated on extra deep lot
vdte-teaced in back yard Bargain priced at $76,500!
5311,500. 104 Coldwater Road is ideal for a smell
business with apartment or ON office building Zoned 1
2. Iscettent location. Priced right.
202 S. 4th St.
Shirley Wifferd Rettye Albin
TWO BEDROOM NONE
Tbls frame hese en S. 1016 St. is perfect for peer own
helm Sr motel property. Nardireed floors, washer end
fryer heel-qua es well as sterns deers awl whodunit. The
*Inside storeys Islip is on added feature for NNW flee
hews. Priced et 12,1511.00.
COUNTRY LIVING
IiieN ind Sissialsia
acres !Fitt kits of tress, fully reellsotT
- the beastrits this bowie °Wiwi, yes sissalikinsped-Riia_?-r -
seralty. Wad be happy to siew it to yes.
PRIVACY
Is the city rush too much for you? Get beck to mows
wad sleep among the pines in this cozy cottage
Reasonably priced in the mid teens.
Din't Miss this opportunity to invest in property zoned
II-2 located on Coldwater Rood near Five Points. Has 3
residences and approvimately 5 acres of land. Many
possibilities Can be purchased individually or as a volt.
Beat the high cost of living with the low cast of this 3
bedroom home East of kirksey Completely remodeled
comes with its own well and one acre of lend Only
S111,500.
Investment! 16 unit epartmeat house with 3 bedroom
owner's ispartment Income potential 57 500 SI 000
monthly Minimum upkeep, located on College forret
Rood, close to University
-̂ "*---frerettent•
In,, Talent Warm PAlson
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Chorus Rehearsal Special Panel Discussion For •
Planned Sunday At Services At Christian 'Church
Woman's Club House T.a Sunday Evening
The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a
- Veinal rehearsal on- Sunday,
cosjunction with the
Vespers at First _Christian "Workshop on Christian
Church at six p.m. on Education and the Retarded
November 13 will feature a Citizen" conducted this past
panel discussion and weekend at the First United
pr' V"""" by-- parents--ekArlathoLit ,Church andNovember 13, at two p. m. at ,
the club house, according
'Dynamics of Mental sponsored by a numberto
Margaret Porter, director,
Retardation Upon the organizations in the com-
• and • Norene- Winter, ae-
Family" with Mrs. Betty Pitts manitY including the_ _ ,
the church, speak on the
subject, "The World Is Our
Ptirish," at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, NoVEmber 13.
His scripture will be from
Matthew 28:16-20.
-Paul Shahan Will direct the
choir and Bea Farrell will be-
organist. Sally and Eli
Alexander will be greeters for
Sunday. •
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Youth activities Sunday will
include youth choir at 4:30
p.m.,-ehildren's choir at 5:30
p.m., snack supper at 5:30
. p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Max
Brandon in charge, and youth-
_ Meetings at six p.m. Mr. an -




Holy Communion will be
celebrated at 845 a.m. on
Sunday, November 13, at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach Streets, with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport
as the celebrant, and Duncan
Hart as acolyte.
Morning Prayer services
will be at 9:45 a.m. with
Church School and Adult
Classes at eleven a.m.
cornpanist.
Mrs. Porter said the
rehearsal* will be , in
preparation for the annual
program of Christmas music
te be-presented at the general. 
openmeeting of the Woman's
Club on Sunday, December- 4,
at three p. m. at the dub
house.
The club president, Peggy
Billington, and the club first
vice-president, Bonnie Jones,
said this special program will
open the holiday season for the
club house which will be
deeorated in the holiday
theme by the Delta and Zeta
Departments. The Creative
Arts Department will be the
-hostess chairman.
-Each yew. the club house is
used for many special ac-
tivities such as family din-
ners, receptions, weddings,
club meetings, etc., Mrs.
Billington said. The club house
hostess is Mrs. James Gray
and she may, be called at the
club house at 753-5023 or at
home at 419-2561' to book an
event at the club house.
Legion And Auxiliary
"To Hold Dinner Meet
American Legion Post No.
73 and the Auxiliary will have
a dinner meeting at the
American Legion Hall. South
Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray, on ' Monday,
November 14, at 6:30 p. m.
All Post members and their
wives are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
Methodist Church
To Hear Dr: fisher
as coordinator. Murray-Calloway- Colinty
Ministerial Association.This special program has
grown out of a similar panel
discussion which was held ih -
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor
The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the . Memorial
Baptist Church, Tenth and
Main Streets, will speak on the
subject, "Your Church and
Your Life" with scripture
from Ephesians 4:11-32, at the
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, November 13.
"There's Something About
That Name" will be the
special 'selection by.,-the "Adult
Choir, directed by the Bev.
Ronald Hampton with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Dianne Dixon as pianist.
Special recognition of the
45th anniversary of the
Memorial Church will be by
Guy Cunningham, deacon
chairman. Jimmy Wynn,
deacon of the week, will .also
assist in the morning services:
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed by the
church at the seven p.m.
worship service with the
sermon by the pastor and
special music by Sunshower
'77.
,Church Teaching will be at
:411 a.m. with Elbert_- lames- 'Wallace Harnmack, --Thomason as director, and Jr., as the speaker.Church Training at six p.m. -





The First United Methodist " -"All MY Children"- Iva he
Church will hear the Rev. Dr. the subject of the sermon by
James A. Fisher, Sr., pastor of the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service* on "Sunday,,
November 13. His scripture
will be from Ephestans 6:1,2,
and
The Church Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley with Joan-
Bo wker as. Organist _and Agent
Knight as pianist, will sing
"The King of Love My
Shepherd Is." Mrs. Sue Spann
and Dr. Bobby Malone will
sing a duet, "Because He
Lives."
- G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Dr. Lloyd
Jacks, deacon of the week,
will assist in the morning
services. • -
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject, "Slaves and
Masters" with scripture from
Ephesians 6:5-9 at the seven
p.m. services. Special mimic
will be by the Sing and Tell
_
Siinday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
t olunteer nursery workers
on Sunday will be Mrs.
Richard Poe, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Clark, Mrs. Bobby Mc-
Dowell, Mrs. Richard Hen-
ninger, Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
Miss Lynn Beatty, Miss Carol
Sears, Mrs. Joe Rexroat, Miss
Dana English, Mrs. A. C.





for your vote of confidence in the Nov.
8th Election.
J.D. OUTLAND
Pr.litical 5,1 Paid Fr lit .11) Outland
Near Evangelist Travis Smith
*TOPIC
Nov. 13 - Sunday Night - 7:15
"GOD'S SUBSTITUTE"
Seventh-day Adventist Church
15th 1 Sycamore,St. Murray, Ky.
• _
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
will speak on 'the subject, •
• Uipiel—A Message For The
P_ersecuted" atlhe 1045 arm.
worship services Sunday. Dan
McKeel will be worship leader
and Bully Greer will be candle
lighter. •
- "Daniel" will be the
selection by the Junior Choir,
directed by Margaret Porter
with Jane Hutson as organist'.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hopkins and Mrs.
Clem Moore.
Elders serving will be
Preston Holland and Johnny
- Reagan. -Voris Wells, Jim
Boone, Ken- Kellar, Darrell
McFerron, and- Fred Wells
will serve as deacons.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of the. departed
members, of the Wear-Helm
Service Circle Class by the
class members.
Youth meetings will be held
Sunday with Cod and County
Award Class at 4:30 p.m.,
Junior Choir practice at five
p.m., God Squad at 5:30 p.m.,
and Senior Youth Group at six
P411. "
The Christian Men's
Fellowship will meet Wed-
nesday, November 16, at six
p.m. at the Church with Dr.
Bro. L. C. Lawson
To Speak Sunday,
Church Of Christ
Bro. L. C. Lawson will speak
at the 8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m.,
and six pin. worship services
on Sunday, November 13, at
-the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ His morning• •
' sermaii will be "Pray.to God;
but row toward the shore"
with scripture from Nehemiah
4:8-9, and evening sermon will
be "None ol these things move
me" with Strititure fram:Acts
- -----
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Owen Moseley,
Walter Conner, Howell Clark,
Ronnie Sills, Ed Thomas,
Jerry Bolls, Eddie Rogers,
Nelson Murdock, Keith
Higgins, Greg Garland, Ted
Howard, and Mike Lyons.
Ron McNutt, Charles Olree,
Forest .B.oyd, and Edgar
Rowland will preside and
serve The Lord's Supper.
--Serving on the Extension
Department will be Bob
CaMastus, James Lamb,
Gary Lamb, and Emmanuel
Manners. Lori Silcox will be
the teen nursery helper.
During this week Bro. John
Dale has been in a gospel
meeting at the Benton Church
of Christ. Jack Ward and
Mark Pugh are due to return
home Monday after a
Christian witnessing tour in
Trinidad.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m. Sunday. The ladies




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the eleven a. m.
and seven p. m. worship
services on Sunday,
November 13.
"We've Come This Far By
Faith" will be the special
selection by the adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim Neale as organist. A solo
Will be sung by Rene Boyd.
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service. Mrs. June
McAlister, Mrs. Judy
Smotherman, and Mrs.-Linda
Cooper will be volunteer
nursery workers.
The youth win meet at 5:30
p.m. Sunday for practice and
.will sing in the evening ser-
vice. Sunday School will be at
ten a. m. and Church Training
it six p. iti_
CAREER AWARENESS—First graders' mouths were_watering recently when Mrs.
Thelma Nanny, director of Senior Citizens of Hardin-South Marshall, paid a visit to their
(lasses to decorate Halloween cakes. the activity was part of the Career Awareness
program at Robertson school and participants were students of Mrs. Shirley loon and
Sirs. Linda West. From left are: Chris McChesney, Chad Gibson, Anna Worley, Holly
grown ancl-Metissa Nesbitt:- those by ica,ye Peebles-
KSP, FBI, Dismiss
Speculation On Mare
LEXINGTON, Xy'. (AP) — dless, 30,--of Paducah, Ky.,
Kentucky state police and FBI later surrendered to
officials have dismissed as authorities and pleaded in-
pure speculation a report that nocent to charges he stole
a stolen mare in foal to Fanfreluche.
Secretariat was taken out of Attorneys • for. McCandless
the state in hopes of somedaY and the state Met informally
racing her potentially with Bourbon Circuit Judge
valuable offspring. Robert H. Smith Oct. 13 in a
"This is some of _the .pre-trial conference at Paris,
speculation ' we've been but McCandless did not
hearing_ since the  in- chaage his plea and a second
vestigation started," Bob confetence was scheduled
Spence, an FBI spokesman in Dec. a.
Inuisville„said Friday. The New York Post, citing
Fanfreluche, a 19-year-old unidentified state police
mare owned by Canadian sources, reported Friday that
horseman Jean Louis Fanfreluche's captors
Levestpie,4aias st °len_ June ..25 preiaehly_weeki. want the
- from a remote pasture of foal reached racing age and
Claiborne Farm near Paris, would then race it under a
Ky. phony registration.
William Michael McCan-, Pollee said a scheme as re-
ported by the Post always had
Bro. Hoover Will been considered a passible
motive, but was no more likely




"Out Where The Sinners ransom.
Are" will be the subject of the-
sermon- • by -Bra. Kenneth •
Hoover at the 10:30 a.tn.
worship services on Sunday,
November 13, at the
University church 'of Christ.
His scripture wind be from
Luke 14:15-24, . •
The six p.m. sermon topic
will Ix -Baptism's Place in
God's Place'_' with Acts 16:25-
34 as *the scripture. -
" Assisting in the services Will
be Ernie Bailey, W. It BrooTts,
Bill Boyd, John Nanny,
Leonard Wood, Keith Hays,
and Cecil Like.
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be Vernon Gantt,
Ramp W. Brooks, Rob
Gingles, Orrin Bickel, Larry
Dunn, J. H. Nix, Bob Melugin,
Sherrill Gargus, and George
-
Nursery supervisors will be
Brenda McCallon; P'eggy
Taylor, Floye Fitts, Angela
Rickman, Cindy Chrisman,-
and Dorothy Dycus.
Bible study will- be held at
_ 930 a.m. Sunday. _:Ihe Ladies
Bible Class will meet Thur-
sday- at ten a.m, with






"Salty Christians" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the pastor, the Rev. Buz
Rabatin, at the 10:45 a. m.
worship services an Sunday,
November 13, at the First
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from Mat-
thew b: 131-4. -
The Church Choir, directed
by Kathy Mowery with Lisa
Slater as organist, will sing
the anthem,- "Like . As A
Father."
Thjs will be "Pledge Sun-
day'? and pledge cards will be
received in the service of
worship as a dedication to
God's work, the Rev.Rabatin
said.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. In.
Potluck Dinner To Be
At Martin's Chapel
The United Methodist
Women • of Martin's Chapel
Church will have a potlOck
dinner on Sunday, November
13, at 5:30 p.m. at the church.
Turkey and dressing will, be
supplied. Everyone is invited
to come and bring a dish and .






Session Dec._ 13 .
•
Gilbertsville, near Ken-
tucky Dam, will be the site of




court members and county
court clerks.
The Dec. 13 Gilbertsville
meeting will be one of eight
DLG conducted sessions
throughout the state tearer
toward making the transition
to the distriet court system.
County governments will be
facing major changes in






Ralph Ed Graves. •
DLG staff will cover each
segment of the administrative
code. Other state agencies will
provide information on their
programs.
Rescue Workers Dig
Out In Wake Of
Korean Explosion
SEOUL, South Korea (Ali)
— Rescue workers dug
through the rubble of about
9,500 buildings today, looking
for more victims in the ei-
plosion of 30 tons of dynamite
aboard a parked freight train
that killed at least 48 persons.
The blast on Friday, which
-.Ukiah; said- was South-
Korea's worst ever in
peacetime, injured 1,280 and
destroyed or damaged nearly
40 percent of the city of hi,
south of Seoul.
Authorities estimated that
10,000 of Iri's 120,000 residents
were homeless and that at
least $10 nulls worth of
property was damaged. The
city, 120 miles from here, tea
rail hub for southwestern
Korea.
Police said the cause of the
explosion was under in-
vestigation. Witnesses said
the blast, which left a crater 60
ieet deep, occurred a few
minutes after a man ran from
a freight car about 9 p.m.
screaming: "Fire, fire."
Police said the man, who
was assigned by the -Korea
Explosives Co. of Inchon to
oversee its dynamite ship-
ment, told them he saw flames
in the ceiling of a freight car
car_iyingAke explosive and
other chemicals.
The car had stopped at the
In railroad station on its way
to Kwangju, 00 mlise -south,
where the dynamite was to be
sold to mining and con-
struction companies.
All'hospitals and cithics in
hi were filled with victims
and many casualties were
sent to nearby towns for
treatment, officials said.
About. NO doctor* and 1009
soldiers were dispatched to
the stricken city to asdst th
rescue operations. The army
and Korean Red Cross set up
medical relief stations in the
city.
Gee. John Vessy, the top
American Army commander
in South Korea, offered
assistance to the rescue
operation.
'The Education Ministry' or-
dered all schools closed
temporarily.
The blast, heard as far as 10
miles away, tore the roof from
a nearby theater where 790
persons were listening to a
Korean singer. Fifteen bodies
were found there.
DIVORCE RATE
NEW YORK (AP) — The di-
vorce rate in the United States,
which has been steadily rising
for 10 years, reached a new
peak in 1976, hitting 5.0 per 1,-
000 persons, says the American
--(Th--ettarlafe-htsnranee,--
The council said the rate in






1300 Johnson, Murray 759-1234
The word is out. Your nearby Dodge Dealer's got the biggest
"news" for '78. A great new lineup of brand-new cars that will
turn you en -Hite no Dodges have ever done before.
FIENDISHLY SEDUCTIVE DIPLOMAT TWO-DOORS,
FOUR-DOORS, AND WAGONS.
ELEGANT, YET ADVENTUROUS, MAGNUM XEs.
ASPEN COUPES, SEDANS, AND WAGONS THAT ARE
BETTER THAN EVER.
CLASSIC CHARGER SEs.
IN ADDITION, DODGE COLT DEALERS HAVE THE
EXCITING NEW CHALLENGER.
You'll find them all at your nearby Dodge Dealer's. Where
you'll also find easy financing, great service, and a wide selection
of model's to buy or lease.
GET ALL THE NEW CAR NEWS FOR '78. AT YOUR
NEARBY DODGE DEALER
Jin! Fain Motors
810 Sycamore, Murray . Phone '153-0632
t..
•
